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a letter from

our publisher

The book continues with the types of questions to consider for oneself
during the High Holidays. Now get ready - these are very different from
secular goals and can be deeply probing:
1. When do I feel my life is most meaningful?
2. How often do I express my feelings to those who mean the most to
me?
3. What would bring me more happiness than anything else in the world?
4. What are my 3 most significant achievements since last Rosh
Hashanah?
5. What are my 3 major life goals and what am I doing to achieve them?
6. What is the most important decision I need to make this year?
7. If I could change one thing about my spiritual self, what would it be?

W

elcome to the Rosh Hashanah issue of American Jewish Spirit.

These are just some of the questions! Talk about mind-jogging topics. These

Special thanks to our readers and advertisers who called and

questions blew me away. I never pondered questions like these. Now, as the

sent emails with good wishes. We love your comments and

Jewish New Year approaches, I reflect on these. I keep the questions and

suggestions!

answers in my day timer and periodically review them.

In today’s world, goal setting and time management have become popular

It’s amazing how much perspective this has added to my life. When

subjects for productivity consultants and writers. As we approach the

December arrives, I still have an urge to reflect and write out my goals

High Holidays once again, I want to share with you some of the personal

but they’re already done! Writing out my spiritual goals gives me the

exercises I have recently adopted to make sure I can make the most of this

opportunity to plan my usual goals about house projects, finances, fitness

upcoming Jewish year.

and vacations – but with a more meaningful perspective. By the end of
December – I can already see the fruits.

A few years ago, I read Shimon Apisdorf’s Rosh Hashanah Survival Kit and
it has made a big difference in how I experience not only Rosh Hashanah

I hope you enjoy this issue of American Jewish Spirit and join me in

but the entire Jewish year.

prayer, introspection and repentance at this great time of intense spiritual
preparation for the coming new year. I hope you have a beautiful and
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I always used to do my annual ritual of personal goal setting in December

bountiful New Year and a joyous 5766.

with most of my goals related to work, finances, fitness, house projects and
vacation plans. Reading Apisdorf’s book, I learned some amazing things

Respectfully,

about the Jewish way of new-year reflection. One of the first concepts in
the book is that the Jewish calendar has special energies at different times
of the year. In the month leading up to Rosh Hashanah, it is believed that
G-d is really close to all of us. Even though He hears our prayers all year long
– around Rosh Hashanah time, he is especially close. With this extraordinary
energy we make our goals for the New Year.

Robin Davina Meyerson
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by Sara Yocheved Rigler
A Jerusalem family has taken hospitality
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5
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letters to the

editor

Dear Editor:
I received a complimentary copy of

a Jewish wedding ceremony that almost

thinker, she began to wonder whether it

didn’t happen – but did - in Tokyo, Japan

might qualify as a kosher Mikvah. They

in the late 1970’s.

‘innocently’ asked the palace guards

American Jewish Spirit today just after my

all kinds of touristy questions about the

daughter called to say she would need

A few years after coming on Aliya, my

construction of the castle, and, with a

a four-month course of chemotherapy.

parents - Rabbi Israel and Frieda Friedman

little more research, discovered that the

I put down my copy of “Radiation &

(ob”m) - took a trip to the Far East. Shortly

complicated Torah laws of Mikvah were

Chemotherapy for Dummies” and read

after arriving in Tokyo, they met a member

indeed satisfied. They drove to an isolated

the magazine cover to cover. It was so

of Israel’s Foreign Service, who asked my

area, where the (I assume blushing) bride

moving, such an inspiration just when

father to perform the marriage between

immersed herself in the moat’s waters and

I needed one. I am a writer and was

him and his American fiancée. My father

said the appropriate berachot (blessings).

especially drawn to Y.A.Sinclair’s Artist of

happily agreed, on condition that (1) both

the Soul. After spending the past several

the bride and groom would provide the

The wedding took place the following

weeks thinking about my daughter’s

necessary evidence of their Jewish roots,

day.

body and its afflictions, it was good to be

and (2) the bride would agree to go to

reminded that being made “in the image

the Mikvah (Jewish ritual bath) prior to the

Jackie Goldman

of G-d” has a much higher meaning.

ceremony.

Jerusalem, Israel

Please continue to write and publish your
magazine.

The first condition was quickly met, and
the bride and my parents were off to

Sincerely,

the Tokyo Mikvah. When they arrived,

Niki Nymark

however, they were distressed to find that

St. Louis, MO.

it was undergoing repairs, and would not
be back in service before the end of my
parents’ visit to Tokyo!

WRITE TO US!
Dear Editor,

After reviewing all the options – which

We value your opinions.

Congratulations on the publication of the

hesitant bride-to-be, and two adventurous

To send a letter to the editor, send an email

American Jewish Spirit!

Israeli Americans set off on a 3-hour ride

to editor@ajspirit.com or mail to

to Osaka, for a prenuptial immersion in the

Letter to Editor

Pacific Ocean.

Jewish Spirit Media

I enjoyed reading The Frumster Files (June
2005) very much. The article suggested

PO Box 16051

that the recent Jewish wedding between

As they were driving past the emperor’s

Daniel and Yona Chava was the first in

residence

Japan since World War II. The following

my mother took notice of the moat

Letters should be between 50-125 words

story describes the events leading up to

surrounding the castle. Ever the creative

and may be edited for style and length.

before

leaving

the

Phoenix, AZ 85011.

city,
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didn’t take all that long – a somewhat
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As Sweet

Honey

ne

of

the

widespread

most

But nothing has brought as much joy and

customs

confidence to the holiday as honey – the

associated with Rosh

symbol for a sweet new year. Here are

Hashana

dipping

some fascinating facts about honey we

honey.

hope will add to your appreciation of this

apples

is
in

Many add the prayer,

holiday favorite.

as they attempt to contain
the honey dripping down
their chins, that the new year
should be good and sweet.
Though the Talmud does not mention apples
and honey specifically, it teaches us that
symbolisms such as this have an impact on
the coming year and encourages us to be
creative in coming up with our own. Many
people eat carrots (a famous honey-carrot
dish known as tzimmis is very popular)
because in Yiddish, carrots are referred to
as merrin which means “more” – a symbol
for the prayer to have more good things.
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An especially creative symbol is attributed
to a rabbi in Baltimore. He takes some

The color and flavor of honey differ

lettuce, half of a raisin and a bit of celery

depending on the bees’ nectar source

and eats them together. Can you figure out

(the blossoms). According to the National

the reference? Lettuce half-a-raisin celery

Honey Board, there are more than 300

= let us have a raise in salary!

unique kinds of honey in the United States,
originating from such diverse floral sources
as

10

Buckwheat,

Eucalyptus,

Fireweed

and Lehua. Lehua honey, for example,
is produced from nectar gathered from
Ohia trees (which flourish on Hawaiian
lava flows). It produces a water-white

11
honey
Lehua

with

a

buttery

crystallizes

flavor.
quickly,

making it naturally creamy and
spreadable.
The most common source of
honey in the United States is
Clover. White clover, alsike clover, and the white and yellow
sweet clover plants are the most important for honey production.
Depending on location and source, Clover honey varies in color
from water-white to extra light amber and has a mild, delicate
flavor.
Generally speaking, lighter colored honeys are mild in flavor, while
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Honey is primarily composed of fructose, glucose and water. It also
contains other sugars as well as trace enzymes, minerals, vitamins
and amino acids.
Honey is “manufactured” in one of the world’s most efficient
factories, the beehive. Bees may travel as far as 55,000 miles and
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In addition to gathering nectar to produce honey, honey bees
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bees are responsible for 80 percent of this pollination.
Though many brands of honey have kosher certification (try
www.dutchgoldhoney.com for a wide selection of O-U honeys),
100% pure honey from any flower is always kosher. Just make sure
there is no flavoring in it – “Orange Honey,” for example, may
mean honey from orange blossoms but it may also mean regular
honey with an orange flavoring added to it, something that needs
certification.
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Finally, see Tablescaping tips for Rosh Hashana on page 48 for
some great honey ideas. And, of course, have a happy, healthy
and drippingly sweet new year!
Photos courtesy of the National Honey Board
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visit more than two million flowers to gather enough nectar to
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ajs | wisdom from the Torah

Imagine if prayer was easy—if we all understood the texts and found that they expressed our
innermost feelings; if talking to G-d was a perfectly natural thing to do. Here are ten thoughts
to bring this dream a little closer as we head for the synagogue this High Holiday season.

1.

2.

Respect Your Point of View

Know What You Want

People often ask, Why do we need to pray? If G-d is perfect,

Most people know a lot about what they would like but they

shouldn’t He want to do good for us whether we ask for it or

don’t necessarily know what they really want:

not? According to the Torah, G-d handed you your life —it’s

dream, but a down-to-Earth value. What do you want? Not

yours to lead. You have to develop your own point of view of

just what would make you feel good—something you believe

what’s good and what’s bad and ask G-d to make it happen.

in deeply. Something you can be proud of that represents who

The greater your own appreciation of how much good there

you are. For many, this is the most challenging part of prayer

Not a lofty

can be in G-d’s world, the

(if you usually spend more than

deeper and more meaningful

5 minutes with a menu, you

your prayers will become.

3.

Want as Deeply as You Can

Once you have your own sense of what’s worth
praying for, don’t be half-hearted about it. You get
one shot at this life and its value is endless. Think often

know what I mean). Take the
time this year to discover what’s
most valuable to you and be
prepared to pray for it.

about how good things could be and develop as
thoroughly as you can the desire to see it happen.

4.

Know the Definition
of a Successful Prayer
The sole purpose of prayer,
according to the Torah, is not

Fall Issue 2005 | www.ajspirit.com

to get what we want or to serve

The fuel that drives prayer is caring deeply about
the object of your prayer. G-d responds especially
to how deeply you believe in something and how
invested you are. Warning: Be sure not to need it or
to expect it. It’s a subtle difference, but crossing this
line is emotionally unhealthy.

5.

Imagine G-d as
Your Father, the King
If you’ve ever seen G-d, you’re
in the wrong religion. In Judaism,
imagining an encounter with

some divine need for attention.

G-d is the ultimate challenge

Prayer is about defining our

because, as we learn in the Ten

relationship with G-d through our investment in His world. A

Commandments, G-d has no image. Rabbi Akiva taught us,

prayer is most successful when we feel our dependence on

and it has become a highlight of the High Holiday prayer, to

G-d by coming to Him for something we want, knowing He is

think of G-d as “Our Father, Our King” (Avinu Malkeinu). As your

intently listening. When we come away from such a prayer, we

father, G-d wants what’s good for you more than you do. As

should know that G-d has considered our presentation and,

your King, His vision is as broad as His Kingdom and His power is

whether He believes in this particular idea or not, we know we

immeasurably beyond yours.

went to the right place.

13
6.

Ten Steps to More
Meaningful Prayer
7.

Step into G-d’s Presence

Know You Are Eternal…

This is practical advice that is built into the way we pray. We

When you approach G-d (and especially when you are

are taught to take three steps forward before praying and

preparing to), keep in mind the big picture. G-d does not

this physical aide can make all the difference. As mentioned

just see you the way you are today and neither should you.

above (#5), imagining the encounter with G-d is not easy.

Especially on the High Holidays, G-d appreciates where you

Before you pray, think about the fact that you are not yet in G-

fit into His whole scheme of Creation. As a member of G-d’s

d’s presence. When you are ready, take three steps forward,

people, your life is more important than you can ever know. By

imagining you are entering His

developing a sense that you are

presence and that He is, so to

connected to G-d’s plan, you

speak, turning His full attention
to listen to you.

8.

… But Know Your Human Needs

…but don’t imagine that life is not mundane also.

will raise the level of your prayer
beyond the mundane…

The Talmud even refers to a prayer that we should
find a nearby bathroom when we need one. As
human beings, our needs are many and they are
often maddening (Ever pray for good cell-phone

Study the Prayers
Before You Pray
One of the most oft-cited barriers
to meaningful prayer is the
inaccessibility of the traditional

tunnel as an especially important call is coming in?)
We are never more human than when we engage
the little details of life that we wish would take care
of themselves but rarely seem to. Pray for the small
things along with the great ones.

10.

Don’t Obsess
Over What Page to Be
On
Even for those who go to
synagogue regularly, the High

prayers themselves. There is so

Holiday prayers are new and

much there, the translations are

sometimes hard to follow. Don’t

often unclear and the themes can be hard to connect with.

obsess over what page everyone else is on. G-d does not

So why do we need them? Because (a) they are the deepest

grade you based on how well you kept up with the service. As

expression of our ideal relationship with G-d and (b) they

the Talmud says, G-d wants you to open your heart. If you need

save us from our own fantasies. Start by finding prayers you

to spend more time on one prayer than everyone else, do it.

identify with. By learning more about them, you can deepen

The central value of prayer is what takes place between you

your appreciation of your own values. From there, study other

and G-d. Praying as a community is meant to strengthen you,

prayers the same way and you will discover new dimensions to

not to distract you or to substitute for your own feelings.

prayer you can grow into.
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9.

reception when you happen to be entering a

14

inspired
people
by Gaby Friedman

an interview with

ron & daron bar ness
scottsdale, az

I remember at that moment, when I realized my dream of being a
[professional] baseball player would not be realized, I remember questioning
G-d, and saying “G-d, how could you take away this dream from me?” And
in the immediate moments following my question, I remember saying to
myself,“Don’t worry. I’m sure G-d has a plan. Maybe you are supposed to be
a coach, maybe you are supposed to be a manager, maybe you are supposed
to own a baseball team!” So when the opportunity arose about a year and
a half ago to become one of the owners of the Arizona Diamondbacks, I
couldn’t help but smile that G-d’s plan for me seemed to come through.

B

aseball and Tzedaka aren’t usually found in the same
sentence, but for Ron and Daron Barness, part owners of the

AJS: What was your most memorable baseball moment?

Arizona Diamondbacks, both are passions. The philanthropic

RB: My most memorable baseball moment was coaching my son through

couple moved to Arizona eleven years ago, and since then, they

his team’s second consecutive Little League championship, and to be

have made their mark both on the Arizona business community

able to experience that along with my son, was far and away my greatest

- Ron owns Retail Brokers Inc. (a multi-million dollar business that

experience.

services shopping malls) - and on the Jewish community through
their very generous charitable projects and hands-on involvement.

I would also say that when the Diamondbacks won the World Series in 2001,

The Jewish National Fund will be honoring the couple’s community

I would rank that as a very high point.

involvement and dedication to Israel at their annual Tree of Life
Dinner in Scottsdale, Arizona on December 11th, 2005.

AJS: What were your childhoods like? Did you both grow up in very
active Jewish homes?

The Barnesses spoke with American Jewish Spirit about their
enthusiasm for baseball, Judaism and inspiring the next generation
of Jewish leaders.

Daron Barness (DB): My parents were always involved in synagogue life. My
dad was always involved in Federation in Los Angeles, and Hillel. But I think
[wanting to make a difference] came later for me. We were a Conservative,
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traditional family, but very culturally Jewish, I would say.A lot of the holidays
American Jewish Spirit (AJS): From the look of your office I see you

were tied to the songs, the food, and the symbols. I have always brought that

are a real baseball fan. How did you come to be involved in the

into our home and will pass it on to our children.

business of baseball?
Ron Barness (RB): As long back as I can remember, I wanted to be a major
league baseball player. I worked very hard to try to achieve my dream and
I got to the point where I was playing baseball at UCLA. My junior year in
college, I got injured. I got hit in the head by a pitch and it caused damage
to my vision. So my career basically came to a screeching halt.

AJS: Ron, what about you?
RB: I also came from a pretty traditional Jewish family.We celebrated Shabbat
and the holidays. I grew up in Los Angeles. My father was born in pre-Stateof-Israel Palestine. Our family goes back several hundred years in Palestine
and Israel. Some of them were among the founding fathers of Tel Aviv.

AJS: When you moved to Arizona 11 years ago, how did you begin

live our lives is observed, and people who do observe that - there will be

to get involved in the Jewish community here?

some who agree with what we do, and maybe be inspired to do the same.

RB: Our first involvement came about a year or so after we moved here.

That is a major motivation for the things we do for the community.

We looked at the community we moved to, and it had, in our opinion, a
relatively low level of involvement and identification. Remember, this was
in Scottsdale 11 years ago. Ultimately we came to believe that the best way
to make a difference was to get involved with children. Both Daron and
I began teaching. Daron was teaching at one congregation, and I started
teaching 7th and 8th graders at another - which I did for eight years. I taught

DB: You see some of the same people over and over again who are
contributing, and we hope that by leading by example, other people are
going to follow more and get more involved. We have to get these younger
people, who are busy just like we are, and try to show them that they can
take a small part of their time and their energy to put into our community.

two classes - I taught a class on Jewish customs, and also on Tzedakah and
social issues.

AJS: How much of your time do you think goes to the
community?

“We have to get these younger
people, who are busy just like we
are, and show them that they
can take a small part of their time
and their energy to put into our
community.” Daron Barness

DB: Well, I am sitting on the women’s board [of the Federation] right now,
and I am also starting on the board of Jewish Family and Children’s Services.
But my priority has always been spending time with my kids. I don’t want
someone else driving them or someone else at home after school for
them.
RB: I would say I give probably half of my time to the community. Other
than my family there is nothing that is more important to me. The other half
goes to business and baseball.

AJS: That’s unbelievable. I wonder how many other successful
businessmen are teaching in Hebrew School?
RB: We made that sort of decision that in the community where a lot of
people had not been involved at all, that we would have greater success in
the long haul to help the community grow [by starting] in the grassroots,
with the children. A lot of adults have their own mindset, and their own
views about Tzedaka, or religion or what-have-you. But children have not
made up their minds about anything. So we believed that the opportunity to
influence children would lead to the greatest long-term result that we could
hope to achieve. So that is why we got involved at that level.

and Social Justice, and you [Daron] are vice president of the
Women’s Division of the Federation, and you [Ron] are the

Ron, right, with Diamondbacks general partner
Jeff Moorad (Courtesy of the Barness Foundation)

Chairman of AIPAC in Phoenix, among many other community
positions. How did you come to be so involved personally?

AJS: What comes next, business or baseball?

RB: Most of what we have is really just a blessing, so we believe it is

DB: That’s a very hard question! It depends - let’s see. Are they winning or

imperative for us to give back to the community we are living in and

losing?

improve the community and improve our world.
RB: Let’s just say that those are two of my other passions.
At the same time we really believe strongly in leading by example. Daron
and I are not good at telling people what to do or asking people to do
anything. It is just not in our nature. But we do believe that the way that we

DB: How politic!

15
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AJS: Recently you started the Barness Family Center for Tzedaka

AJS: Tell us about your Jewish learning - do you both study Jewish
texts?
DB:Well, I went to Hebrew High School, and I have a pretty good background.
I think at times I would like to get back into it more; I think I have always
wanted to learn more. Hebrew High was pretty strict and I didn’t enjoy it.
But now having the freedom to learn and the freedom to take a class, that
is definitely something that I want to continue.

“Ultimately we came to believe
that the best way to make a
difference was to get involved
with children. Both Daron and I
began teaching.” Ron Barness

RB: I probably have less of a Jewish education than Daron does, but Israel
and Judaism is a passion of mine. I do a lot of studying, primarily about the
politics both of Israel and of Judaism. I also put on tefilin every morning - I

AJS: I understand you are participating in the Phoenix Community

have been doing it since I was 18.

Kollel’s Jewish Unity Live celebration. You’ve committed to complete
a Jewish learning project by then and to get commitments from

AJS: What inspired you to start?
RB: My grandfather, who had been living in Jerusalem passed away and he
left me his pair of tefilin, so for nothing more than wanting to continue

50 other fellow Jews to do so as well, for the International Siyum
of Jewish Unity on March 28th, 2006. What made you decide to
participate on such a large scale?

tradition I started putting them on. I haven’t stopped since.
RB: First of all, I don’t think that it’s such a big scale. Secondly, because I was
asked to. And thirdly I think that the goal of Jewish people learning more
about Judaism is a very basic goal, and something that I should be able to
help with.

AJS: So what are your goals for the future? You both seem to have
accomplished so much – what lies ahead?
RB: I think it is important for us to realize that we don’t feel like we have
accomplished very much - and we’ve only been at it for relatively few years
- and that if this is a lot, then that is a sad statement. We believe that we can
accomplish a lot and we just want to take it one step at a time and one day
at a time. Hopefully, we will continue to be blessed with the resources to
help as many people as we possibly can, and we hope to make a much more
significant contribution to Jewish causes, to Judaism and to our community
Ron and Daron with daughter Jordana and son Zachary

at large as well.

(Courtesy of Goodman Photography)
AJS: But you taught [your students] Jewish customs, so I am sure
that your background is more than you are making it out to be.
RB:Well I learned a lot, and I take great pride in our Jewish heritage. It never
ceases to amaze me when I think that for the thousands of years that the
Jewish people existed, that there hasn’t been a prolonged period of time
when somebody hasn’t tried to erase the Jewish people. And we are still
here today. And in spite of having to constantly fight to protect ourselves
to survive, we have been able to make, as a people, such a significant
contribution to humankind. That is something that we are extremely proud
of, and it is something we are constantly learning about and studying
about.
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getting the kids ‘into’ the

high holidays
Kid-Style Inspiration to Reach Their Young Souls

by Doron Kornbluth

When I heard the learned astronomer
When the proofs, the figures, were ranged
in columns before me
When I was shown the charts and diagrams to
add, divide, and measure them
When I, sitting, heard the astronomer
where he lectured with much applause in
the lecture room
How soon unaccountable I became
tired and sick
Till rising and gliding out I wandered
off by myself
In the mystical moist night-air, and from
time to time

D

o you recognize this poem? It is one of the first my English teacher

Similarly, Picasso was once asked what he was ‘trying to say’ with one of his

taught us in high school and one of the only ones I ever had to

paintings. He responded, ‘If I was trying to say something, I would have

memorize.

written a poem. I painted a painting.’

The poem is Walt Whitman’s When I Heard the Learned Astronomer, one of

It is a lesson that Judaism has always held dear. Part of our experience – in

his most famous poems. What is the point he was trying to make?

some ways, the deepest part – is non-verbal. Strange to say for the People
of the Book, for Jews who are always thinking, talking, learning, arguing,

Consider another example. In 1968, when Stanley Kubrick was asked to

etc – but some things cannot be understood – or explained - with words.

comment on the metaphysical significance of his epic film, 2001: A Space

A person cannot understand what Jerusalem means until he’s been there. A

Odyssey, he replied: ‘It’s not a message I ever intended to convey in words.

person cannot comprehend what Shabbat is until she’s really experienced

2001 is a nonverbal experience…. I tried to create a visual experience,

it. Even the experience of prayer – descriptions only

one that bypasses verbalized pigeonholing and directly penetrates the

go so far.

subconscious with an emotional and philosophic content.’

19
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Looked up in perfect silence at the stars.

What does this have to do with children?
Simple. With kids – where emotions reign, where
logical faculties and abstract thought are only
beginning to develop, where one piece of gum
can make or break a whole afternoon, most of

With kids, where one piece of gum can
make or break a whole afternoon, most
of what they learn – and remember – will
be the experience and not the words.

what they learn – and remember – will be the
experience and not the words.

and listening to the Shofar being blown. Fun.

so is endless and part of the fun is thinking of

Exciting. Memorable.

what will work best in your family. Here are some

Here are some examples of how Jewish tradition
speaks to children:

examples to get started in the right direction:
There are different ways to transmit Jewishness
to our kids. The verbal messages are indeed
fundamental: we should feel comfortable talking
about the holidays, sharing what being Jewish
means and how important it all is. Our kids need
to learn about their heritage, and get the best
Jewish schooling available. All these are crucial,
especially as the kids get older.

way to convey the messages we want to convey
is decidedly non-verbal. By presenting the
holidays’ messages to kids in the child-friendly
language of experience, we allow the messages
of the holiday to affect them.
But perhaps the most important message kids

learning the aleph-bet (Hebrew alphabet), the

look for is how we relate to the holidays. Kids

teacher dips a little honey on each letter and the

are brilliant when it comes to recognizing

kids get to lick it off. The (partly) subconscious

hypocrisy and rarely respond to what you merely

lesson learned? Judaism is sweet.

tell them is important. But they do notice what
you treat as important. If you skip work to go to

The Passover Seder. With its sights (the table

shul on Rosh Hashana, they notice that you give

laid out beautifully and differently), its sounds

Judaism priority. If you complain about having to

(the haggadah, the songs, etc), its tastes (the

miss work, they notice that too.
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food again!), even what we touch (leaning on

What we say about Judaism is only as powerful

cushions, dipping the vegetables and taking the

and effective as how we say it. By creating an

drops of wine) and do (finding the Afikomen)

experience of the holidays our children can

is an incredible multi-sensory experience. One

relate to, we give them the memories they will

PhD. dissertation on the subject referred to it

keep forever.

ever created.” No wonder kids look forward to it

Practically, this means we need to focus on

and remember it so fondly.

the sights, smells, sounds, etc. of the holidays,

them. The list of how to do

get them ‘into’ the holiday. Buy a shofar
it, letting the kids try to make the right
sounds. (Tekiah -- a long drawn out shrill;
Shevarim -- short bursts; Truah -- very
short shrills.) Or use any little horn or
even your hands. The point is that the
kids have fun and recognize the different

• There is a reason that television is so
powerful (for better or worse) – visuals
have a massive impact on everyone,
especially the young. The power of sight
is incredible. Parents can harness this
power. Going to classes on your own
when the kids are sleeping is great, but
make sure that kids also regularly see
open a Jewish book and learn about and
prepare for the holidays. Let them see you
calculating how much tzedaka (charity)
to give to which cause (and have them
help stamp and mail the envelope). Rosh
Hashana is the new Jewish year and

as “the most impressive educational experience

dipping the apple in the honey, and watching

build on this: Before Rosh Hashana, try to

you living Jewishly. Let them see you

bitter herbs, haroset, matzah, etc) and smells (the

positive attitude towards

come close and watch the shofar-blowing,
as long as they don’t make noise. We can

sounds.

In many communities, when children start

Closer to home, on Rosh Hashana, kids love

by it. In most shuls, kids are allowed to

(they’re not expensive) and try blowing

However, for younger children, perhaps the main

and make sure we have a

• Kids love the shofar. They are fascinated
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the calendar companies are working
overtime. Bring your kids to help choose
a new Jewish calendar and display it
prominently in the kitchen. Make your
house look more Jewish.

• Rosh Hashana is famous for its delicious
round raisin challahs. Try baking them
with your children – kids love getting
messy and the delicious smells and gooey
feelings will stay with them. Worried
about a mess? Do it a couple of days
early, and relax – better to have kids who
enjoy the Holidays in a slightly messy
kitchen than to be clean and boring. The
taste, smells, and memories are worth the
effort.
• Buy your kids Jewish books. There is
a LOT in print today (from Artscroll,
Feldheim, HaChai, Targum and more)
of beautifully decorated and interesting
volumes for all ages and types of kids.
• Take an afternoon to do a family art
project of making Rosh Hashana cards
and sending them to friends and family.
• Be relaxed and happy. If you are stressed,
they may come to resent the holidays. If
you love being Jewish and love them, they
are likely to follow in your lead.
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Take these ideas and run with them. Ask
your rabbi for more, and for web sites and
Sweet New Year.

Rabbi

Doron

Kornbluth

is

the

author of the popular Why Marry
Jewish?!

Surprising

Reasons

for

Jews to Marry Jews (Targum 2003,
www.jewishanddating.com)

and
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the creator of the acclaimed Jewish
Matters anthologies (including Jewish
Matters and Jewish Women Speak,
co-edited with his wife Sarah Tikvah).
He lives in Israel, teaches at Neve
Yerushalayim College for Women and
travels around the world lecturing to
Jewish singles and parents.
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books that will help you. Most of all, Have a

ajs | know thyself

This is a story about insomnia, the movies,
and Rosh Hashanah. If you don’t think
they’re related to each other, read on.
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Insomnia, in this country alone, is rampant.

Which brings us to the movies (don’t worry, we’ll

Check out these staggering numbers.

get back to insomnia soon). I recently returned
from Israel, where I was involved in the filming

• 30 million Americans suffer from sleeplessness
regularly.

CAN’T
SLEEP?
WHY
NOT?

• Direct costs of treatment are conservatively
estimated at $14 billion annually.
• A quick Google search on insomnia yields

of a soon-to-be-released major documentary,
titled Inspired! The film tells the fascinating tale
of what motivated so many people in the last few
decades to eschew a purely secular lifestyle and
discover Torah, meaning and purpose.

3,690,000 links in 0.28 seconds.
I met dozens of fascinating people – journalists,
It seems that a lot of people, in a lot of bedrooms,

teachers, students, accountants, Rabbis, house-

have some serious trouble falling asleep at night

wives, psychologists – people from every walk

– and they’re not very happy about it. You might

of life who continue their career of choice but

even be among them.

with more spirituality, more enthusiasm, and
more clarity than ever before. They told their

Yaakov Salomon has been a psychotherapist in private practice in Brooklyn, N.Y. for
over 20 years. He is a Senior Lecturer and
Creative Director at Aish Hatorah’s Discovery
Productions. He is an editor and author for

Insomniacs will try almost anything to get a few

stories into the camera, one more captivating

winks: pills, herbs, therapy, hypnosis, wine, mind

than the next, and explained why they did what

games, TV, calcium, a really boring book, white

they did.

noise, warm milk (I’ d rather be awake all night),
talk radio, counting sheep, audio tapes, hot baths,

And while each personality certainly made an

sleep clinics…you name it, they’ve tried it.

impression on everyone on the set, there was
one man… one moment, actually… that stood

the Artscroll Publishing Series and a member
of the Kollel of Yeshiva Torah Vodaath. His
most recent book is, What the Angel Taught
You; Seven Keys to Life Fulfillment, with Rabbi
Noah Weinberg. He shares his life with his
wife, Temmy, and their unpredictable family.

But even if you’re not a chronic insomniac,

out for me. It was a declaration that I will not

surely you’ve had experience with this rather

soon forget; a sound bite that will probably--

unpleasant phenomenon now and then. Fun, it

no, hopefully--reverberate inside me forever.

isn’t.

Curiously, the statement this man made was
not especially profound nor was it particularly
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by Yaakov Salomon

self-actualization in anything you endeavor to

And while each personality certainly made
an impression on everyone on the set, there
was one man… one moment, actually…
that stood out.

accomplish.
This is the lesson of Eliyahu Esses. He knows
himself. When he proclaims that the plight of
World Jewry is really unsettling to him, he backs
up the claim with his holy insomnia.

insightful. Its impact lay in its simplicity and its

“There are many nights, still today, when I

sincerity.

literally cannot sleep because I am so worried

Many of us toss and turn at night because of

about the future of the Jewish People.”

problems we face that seem unsolvable, doubts

Some of you recent-history buffs may recognize

we experience that appear unfathomable, or

the name Eliyahu Esses. Now in his early 60’s and

The interview came to a sudden halt. An odd

fears we encounter that just won’t go away. It

living in Jerusalem, Esses made his mark in the

silence came over the set. This man meant it

is very disturbing. But we seem to lose sleep as

pre-Glasnost era of the early 70s. Growing up in

and all of us knew it. Easily and immediately, I

a result of tension, rather than concern. What a

the atheist tundra of Central Russia, he discovered

imagined him tossing and turning…racked with

shame.

God through independent reading and went on

turmoil and uncertainty…at 3 or 4 A.M…because

to teach and inspire scores of zealous disciples,

the fate of the Jewish People is so precarious.

spearheading the entire Refusenik movement.

Incredible.

Repeatedly confounding the KGB and literally

Which now brings us to Rosh Hashanah. Rosh

risking his life with every verse he taught and

Hashanah is many things to many people, but

every candle he lit, Esses crawled through the

primarily it is the beginning of the ten-day

crevice that formed when the Iron Curtain

period of judgment for all of us. In addition to all

cracked. Today, he continues to shine a light for

the special prayers, greetings, blessings and the

Ironically, losing sleep can be one of life’s

curious Soviet Jews around the globe who seek

shofar blasts that herald in this awesome annual

greatest wake-up calls. It should cause us to

his wisdom, direction and advice.

juncture, our Sages, long ago, advised us against

reflect on some of the really pertinent and

napping on the day of Rosh Hashanah. How can

personal questions we often avoid.

We were about 20 minutes into the interview.

one sincerely present himself before the Creator

The Jerusalem sun was baking the equipment,

and appeal for Life itself while still finding the

“What matters most to me?”

the crew, and Esses himself. With a curious

opportunity to steal away for a little siesta in

“Why do I worry and what can I do about it?”

combination of charisma and humility, Esses was

the afternoon?

“Can I relinquish control over things that are
truly out of my hands?”

espousing his staunch belief that every Jew in
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Ironically, losing sleep
can be one of life’s
greatest wake-up
calls.

the world who experiences the beauty of his

Apparently, standing in Judgment while also

“Does my daily routine accurately reflect the

religion has a duty to share that splendor with

having the ability to wile away a few hours

priorities in my life?”

those not yet exposed to it.

in slumber, do not sit in great congruence
with each other. When you really care about

Rosh Hashanah, it would seem to me, is a time to

And then, without word of warning, he said it.

something, when a situation really bothers

not only face the Al-Mighty, but to face ourselves

With a vocabulary as pronounced as his accent,

you, your capacity to fall asleep must naturally

as well. This year, don’t count sheep or sip wine.

he leaned forward to speak, as if beckoning the

be impaired – if not, then what you think is

Use the time to ponder -- and maybe even

camera to come in close. It did.

bothering you may not be as important as you

answer-- the questions that really count.

thought it was.
And if you’re having trouble sleeping at night,

“I know this may sound like an exaggeration or
it may even sound boastful, but I must tell the

This column is entitled Know Thyself. It is a

you can always look heavenward for help. After

truth.”

clarion call to the reader that self-realization, the

all, you’re horizontal anyway…might as well

power of true and complete honesty with one’s

open your eyes.

My ears perked up.

goals, motivations, strengths and weaknesses,
is the most powerful tool in the world for
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If you often feel tired, ,
it could be anemia.

You may never have heard of Gaucher Disease
(pronounced “Go-Shay”). It is the most common genetic disease affecting Jews of Eastern
and Central European descent. Approximately
one out of every 14 carries the Gaucher gene – it
is far more prevalent than Tay-Sachs. However,
Gaucher Disease can strike anyone, and it is not
gender or age specific.

For additional information,
testing and treatment, call toll-free:

If you’re Jewish,
it could be Gaucher Disease.

Gaucher warning signs include:
• Fatigue
• Bleeding problems and
easy bruising
• Enlarged abdomen
• Bone pain
• Easily fractured bones
• Enlarged liver or spleen
• Low platelet count
• Anemia

1-877-246-8452

©2005 National Gaucher Foundation

Gaucher can be detected early
with a simple blood test.
Fortunately, effective treatment
lets people with Gaucher live
full, productive lives. The
consequences of the disease can
be debilitating, so don’t wait
and wonder, get
the facts now.

5410 Edson Lane
Suite 260
Rockville, MD 20852

www.gaucherdisease.org

happiness wisdom for a

Scientific Research
and Torah Wisdom
for Finding Happiness

happier
new year
by Dovid Goldman

What makes human beings happy?
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made the following announcement: It is time to
study happiness. “I realized that my profession

Of all the questions most worthy of systematic

was half-baked,” he said. “It wasn’t enough for us

research over the years, you would have thought

to nullify disabling conditions and get to zero.We

realization sinks in that the pursuit of happiness

this one would have made it to the top of the

needed to ask, What are the enabling conditions

is not nearing its destination, we are finally

list. Not so. While there have been advanced

that make human beings flourish?”

starting to ask ourselves seriously, How does

centers for the study of everything in the human

happiness work? Why isn’t all this prosperity

condition from eating and sleeping and exercise

Mazel Tov.What took so long? Wasn’t this country

increasing happiness? As high-level research

to parenting and criminology and, of course,

founded on the self-evident right to the pursuit

gets off the ground, studies are turning up some

buying habits, the science of happiness has

of happiness? Why haven’t we studied how to

remarkable conclusions.

mysteriously remained neglected.

get there?

According to Psychology Today, over the last 30

Perhaps we’ve imagined that once we had

extremely difficult, perhaps the central lesson

years of psychological literature, there have been

the right – and the opportunity – to pursue

being learned is that running the rat race will

Though measuring happiness proves to be

not bring you any closer to achieving happiness,

Many persons have a wrong idea of what
constitutes true happiness. It is not attained through
self-gratification but through fidelity to a
worthy purpose. Helen Keller (1880 - 1968)

regardless of your successes. Carefully conducted
studies have consistently shown that wealth,
power and successful careers are irrelevant to
happiness. Those people who find happiness,
as a rule, do so by pursuing their most personal
values – especially family, friendships and
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meaning. Unfortunately, this does not yet offer
over 54,000 abstracts containing the keyword

happiness, it would not be that hard to catch. If

much of a road map, and we are still left largely

“depression,” over 41,000 naming “anxiety,” but

so, we were wrong.

on our own to figure out the way forward.

Today’s research has concluded that all the ease

HAPPINESS IN THE TORAH

All this is changing. In 1998, Dr. Martin Seligman,

and health and means that progress has granted

Torah sources have always considered happiness

author of Authentic Happiness and professor of

our generation has failed to make us happier,

– Simcha – as essential to Jewish living and to

psychology at the University of Pennsylvania,

in our own opinions, than our predecessors. In

understanding our place on this Earth. Mitzvot

was appointed president of the American

fact, we are reporting less happiness. And worse,

of joy are found in the Torah in connection with

Psychological Association. At that time, he finally

instances of depression are skyrocketing. As the

marriage, material success and the holidays, and

only 415 mentioning “joy.”

“I realized that my profession was
half-baked. It wasn’t enough for us to
nullify disabling conditions and get to
zero. We needed to ask, What are the
enabling conditions that make human
beings flourish?” – Dr. Martin Selgman,
University of Pennsylvania

According

to

this

wisdom, happiness

is

entirely within you and does not depend on
the circumstances of your life (parenthetically,
unhappiness does depend on circumstances,
at least sometimes. Things can cause us to be
unhappy, such as losing something valuable
or not being able to make ends meet. Studies
show, however, that once a person has enough
to manage, adding money does not lead to more
happiness). That means that the best way to
attain happiness is not to pursue more of what
you think will make you happy (though there’s

traditional Jewish literature deals extensively

If only it was that easy. It takes a lot of wisdom

no reason not to) but to look within and see

with wisdom for sustainable happiness (as we

and a lot of growth to develop ourselves and it

what’s preventing you from being happy right

will soon see).

can take years before this cycle really starts to

now.

pick up momentum.
The most striking fact about the Jewish
perspective on happiness, in sharp contrast to

There is one piece of wisdom, though, that

the contemporary attitude, is that happiness is

we can learn from this to help us increase our

not something out there to hope for or another

authentic happiness, even in the short term.
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pleasure to experience. It is an obligation - an
essential part of being a good person. It is not an
end you choose to pursue, as much as it is a skill
you are supposed to develop.

I have learned to seek my
happiness by limiting my
desires, rather than in
attempting to satisfy them.
John Stuart Mill (1806 - 1873)
This is because the Torah is super-focused on
each of us becoming the best person we can be.
you a better person and being a better person
will make you happy. Happiness provides the
lift we need to fly above the little annoyances
and the big ones that tend to dominate our day
(and our year) if we let them absorb us. And
developing our ability to express our potential
and bring out our best can in turn drive greater
happiness. Put this all together and you have a
great, happy life.
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All things being equal, being happy will make

This is pretty heady stuff, but a well known quote from John Stuart Mill

Of the seven years
of labor demanded
of our forefather
Jacob before he
could marry
his beloved Rachel,
we are
“Iteat
felt
alltold,
you can
and more...
like only a few days
because of his love
Kosher.com
is theWhat?
largest Kosher food distributor on
for her.”
the web. If it’s Kosher, we have it! Whether it is
frozen food or prepared meals, we will ship it
right to your door!

www.kosher.com

offers an example of one of the more common barriers to happiness. He
once said, “I have learned to seek my happiness by limiting my desires,
rather than in attempting to satisfy them.”
Desires have an awful way of minimizing in our eyes the value of the things
we already have. We can be perfectly happy with a wealth of great stuff or
a perfect relationship until some new product or person comes along that
looks better. Instantly, what we already have does not make us as happy as
it once did.
Jewish thought points to this as a fundamental human weakness we need
to address. There is no reason we cannot be happy with what we have just
because there are other things we still want.
There is a fascinatingly counter-intuitive sentiment in the Torah describing
our forefather Jacob. Of the seven years of labor demanded of him before
he could marry his beloved Rachel, we are told, “It felt like only a few days
because of his love for her.”

Those only are happy who have their minds
fixed on some object other than their own
happiness: on the happiness of others, on

NATIONALLY ACCLAIMED

the improvement of mankind, even on

RABBI TRADING CARDS

some art or pursuit followed not as a

Acclaimed by TIME MAGAZINE, SPORTS ILLUSTRATED,
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means, but as itself an ideal end. Aiming
at something else, they find happiness by
the way. John Stuart Mill (1806 - 1873)
What? Shouldn’t waiting so long have seemed like an eternity? Jacob was
happy with what he had before he met her. Why should that change? Now,
he knew that seven years of work, fair or not, would make them husband
and wife and, in his eyes, it was worth seventy. He only became happier.
The Torah view is that happiness is comparable to patience and discipline
and sensitivity and other areas of character we are called upon to develop.
Just as you can work at being more patient and understanding, you can
work at being happier.

28

According to the Torah, we make a mistake when we focus our interpersonal

less concerned about the opinions of others and have less fear. Little things

responsibilities – being kind and patient and sensitive – only on the needs of

wouldn’t bother you and you’d appreciate the good things in life much

others. While there are countless Mitzvot in the Torah directing us to show

more.

concern for others, the Mitzva of character is all about you.
The Mitzvot of being concerned for others has gotten all the publicity, but

WHAT WOULD THE IDEAL YOU LOOK LIKE?

no less central to the Jewish life is a commitment to pursuing the ideal you

Take a moment to imagine, in your own opinion, what you would be like

(starting with figuring out what that looks like – more about this below).

if you were the ideal you. If you overcame all your weaknesses, developed

But guess what? The closer you get to the ideal you, the more you are going

all your abilities, refined all your emotions. What would you look like? Odds

to sense a deep and profound happiness.

are you’d be more patient and sensitive and kind. You’d be more focused,
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Take a moment to imagine, in

Learning about yourself and how
your body and soul interact can
give you the kind of perspective
that leads to happier living.

your own opinion, what you
would be like if you were the
ideal you.

appreciate life can improve happiness even while spending much of it in
the doctor’s office (or worse) instead of achieving new things. Diener also
has found that while seriously lacking money causes unhappiness, having
money does not cause happiness. Millionaires, for example, do not tend to

According to Torah wisdom, authentic happiness is a function of self-

experience any more happiness than those of average means.

expression.The more “you” is being expressed, the happier you will feel - for
the simple reason that the real you is as good as it gets.You are so good that

The solution is obvious: Being alive is a cause for happiness – if it’s not

the experience of yourself will make you happy like nothing else. If the real

working, you may need a happiness mechanic but you don’t need more

you were actually to emerge completely into the world, you would shine

success. You just need to identify and “fix” whatever is keeping you from

like the sun and naturally experience a happiness beyond limits.

being happy.

So where is the real you? And what does that even mean – is part of me
not the real me? How do I tell the difference? And what about all those
experiences of happiness that seem to come from somewhere else?
With this idea of how happiness is supposed to work, we can begin
looking at these questions with an eye on uncovering practical secrets to
happiness.

THE SECRET TO HAPPINESS
The secret to happiness lies in figuring out why you’re not already happy
rather than looking for happiness elsewhere.

I have never looked upon ease and happiness
as ends in themselves - such an ethical basis I
call more proper for a herd of swine. The ideals
which have lighted me on my way and time
after time given me new courage to face life
cheerfully, have been Truth, Goodness,
and Beauty. Albert Einstein

Dr. Edward Diener of the University of Illinois has been studying happiness
throughout his career. Among his findings, he has discovered that “the

Here is a classic formulation of Jewish thought that, while it may take some

disabled and chronically ill actually report a slightly higher sense of well-

work to digest, can help point the way towards a happier, ideal you.

being than the population at large, perhaps because they have a heightened
appreciation of the value of their own lives.” Imagine that. Learning to

It goes like this:Your life is a marriage of a soul and a body. It is your soul that
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contains the potential for the real you. It comes directly from G-d. It wants
meaning and knowledge and goodness.

If the real you were actually
to emerge completely into the
world, you would shine like the
sun and naturally experience a
happiness beyond limits.

Your body, on the other hand, comes from the earth. Without your soul, it
is an animal with survival instincts. It wants those things bodies want in
order to promote and defend themselves. It wants control, it wants feelings
of strength and ability, it wants to have as much as possible and lord over
others. It has urges to feed and to procreate. It hates pain and discomfort
and seeks to conserve energy.

What a marriage!
When your body’s drives express themselves
- unchecked - in your behavior, it is not the real
you. Your soul without your body is not the real
you either – it was a gift from G-d, remember?
The real you happens when you create a
relationship between your soul and your body,
through your own spiritual sweat, in which your
soul is in charge.

Are you bored with life? Then
throw yourself into some work
you believe in with all your
heart, live for it, die for it, and
you will find happiness that
you had thought could never
be yours. Dale Carnegie
The challenge, of course, is to find your soul, let
alone to follow it. Though most people sense
they have a soul, nobody has ever seen one.
There is only way to find your soul and that is to
understand your body and keep it under control.
This will “make room,” so to speak, for your soul
– and the real you – to emerge.
What does this all mean? It means that learning
about yourself and how your body and soul
interact can give you the kind of perspective that
leads to happier living. It means that the Torah
offers practical tools to lift yourself up and be

There is a reason the Jewish wish at this time

someone happiness only serves to reinforce the

sweeter obligation can we commit to than the

error that it comes from somewhere else.

one to learn how to be more happy? Possibly, it

of year is not “Happy New Year.” Instead, we

is the greatest Teshuva we can do.

wish each other a “Shana Tova” which means

So why an article about happiness now? It

“[Have a] Good Year.” In our view, happiness

should now be obvious. Because learning to be

is not something to wish someone any more

happier is at the core of being a better person

than kindness or patience. We wish each other

and that’s exactly what this time of year is all

goodness, and it is up to each of us to learn to

about. At this season of Teshuva - of reevaluating

appreciate it enough to derive happiness. Wishing

and focusing the direction of our lives - what

31
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more productive, more focused and more you.
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sleepwalking. Life means to be real.
The shofar is blowing and saying,
“Wake up!” What in the world do
you want?

WAKE UP
AND
LIVE!

We proclaim our priorities by
reciting the Shema twice each day,
and by putting a mezuzah on our
doorposts. Pay attention. Are you
focused on the words? “God is One,
He is a personal God who cares
about each one of us, and He does
everything solely for our benefit.”
Understand this. Make it real.

by
Rabbi Noach Weinberg

The Creator of this universe is your

Words of Torah from the
Dean of Aish HaTorah

Father. He wants to give you life.
You have the free will to choose.
Free will is a power given to each
of the six billion inhabitants of this

T

earth, every human is created with

he Days of Awe! The Jewish

The Jewish people are areivim,

not in heaven for you to say, ‘Who

a divine spark. This power is not in

people approach the new

guarantors who are responsible one

can ascend to the heaven for us...’

the heaven or across the sea. It’s

year in awe of creation; the

for another.There’s no such thing as

Nor is it across the sea... Rather

within your reach. As the Almighty

wondrous power and beauty of the

“I’ll do my own thing and it won’t

the matter is very near to you -- in

says: “I have placed life and death

universe, designed by our infinitely

affect anyone else.” The hole in the

your mouth and in your heart --

before you... Choose life so that you

powerful Creator -- and produced

ozone layer does not discriminate.

to perform it. (Deut. 30:11-14)

will live” (Deut. 30:19).

not just for humanity in general,

Drugs, theft and violence have no

but for each of us particularly!

boundaries. Assimilation is ravaging

The Almighty is teaching us how

This Rosh Hashana, make the

the Jewish people and can strike at

far we must go to straighten out

commitment to go all the way, to

With this in mind, we read the

any home.

following Torah portion every year
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before Rosh Hashana:

Rosh Hashana marks the birth of

The shofar is blowing and saying, “Wake

mankind, the pinnacle of creation.

up!” What in the world do you want?

The hidden things belong to God,

This is the time to renew our

but the revealed things are for us

commitment to Tikkun Olam -- to

and our children forever. (Deut.

repair the world to the best of our

the world. If the answer would

choose life for yourself and for

29:28)

ability. Become energized by the

be in heaven or across the sea, we

mankind. Life is gorgeous and full.

idea of this obligation. It’s intrinsic

would be obligated to go there and

Wake up to the most awesome

On this Rashi comments: We are

to who you are. Sounds awesome.

get it. Fortunately, we don’t have to.

potential in creation. You.

not responsible for the ‘hidden

But in practical terms, how do we

The answer “is very near to you -- in

things’ of others, because we

proceed? Where do we find the

your mouth and in your heart.”

Reprinted with permission from

can’t possibly know what another

answer?

On Rosh Hashana, we ask the

Aish.com, the most popular

Almighty to inscribe us in the

Judaism website.

person is thinking. But we are
responsible to correct ‘the revealed

The Torah continues:

Book of Life. Life doesn’t mean

things.’ If we don’t, we’re held

This commandment is not hidden

spacing out. Life doesn’t mean

accountable.

from you and it is not distant. It is

being a robot. Life doesn’t mean
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AJS Staff
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A THREE-PART FORMULA FOR A SWEET &
SUCCESSFUL NEW YEAR

D

up.” The physical world is considered somehow

lives. We remove ourselves from our regularly

“below” the spiritual.

scheduled programming to allow last year’s
momentum and routine to come to a noticeable

id you ever wonder where the term “High

Even G-d is described, so to speak, as being “high

halt. We’re no longer “in” our lives – for two days,

Holidays” came from? The traditional

up” and “above this world.” What does all this

we’re viewing them from above.

Hebrew term “Yamim Noraim” translates

mean?
Another value of being high up is that you have
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as “Days of Awe” (Literally, it’s “Awesome Days”
but that sounds like some kind of sequel to

Among other things, it means perspective. It

more power. It is much easier for someone higher

Happy Days). What makes these holidays higher

means that someone who is more spiritual looks

up to affect what is below than for someone

than the other ones? Is there meaning to this

at his life like someone on a mountain looks

below to affect what is high. By “getting high”

term or did it enter our lexicon at the hands of
some early 20th century greeting-card writer?

out over a city – it’s all laid out in front of him.

for the High Holidays, we can launch a brand

He is not caught up in all the daily ins and outs

new year from a position of both perspective

and ups and downs. He is less subject to the

and of power. We can actually direct the course

However it came to be, the phrase offers a

dynamics of Earthly living. He is removed from

of our lives when we take the opportunity to rise

valuable perspective on the most spiritual

it – above it.

above the everyday and achieve a more spiritual
state of mind.

season in the Jewish year. In Torah, the spiritual
is described as being “high” or “above.” The way

During the High Holidays, we attempt to rise

to say someone is becoming more spiritual is to

above everyday life and find a vantage point in

say he is a “ben aliya” – someone who is “going

our consciousness from which to evaluate our

Teshuva, Tefilah, And Tzedaka…
“Return,” Prayer and Charity
Traditionally, there are three tools that, together, can change the tide and turn even a bad year into a good one. Most prayer books
identify them: Teshuva, Tefilah and Tzedaka – “Return,” Prayer and Charity. In the next few pages, we explore what each of
these mean and how they can make this year’s High Holidays really high.

C

ertain images in life are so vivid, so

his doom. In a moment, the symbol of the dark

The translation of the word Teshuva in Hebrew

poignant, that they strike a deep cord

side is pure white. Darth Vader, after a lifetime of

is “return.”The concept of repentance in Judaism

within our psyche. The inevitable effect

evil, is suddenly himself again - Anakin Skywalker,

is to let go of the evil in your life and to return

is that we never forget them. For many, one

now a hero forever.

to the good – no drama required. The purity that

such image is the climactic ending of the movie

Te s h u va

Return of the Jedi.
In a scene charged with emotional tension, an
epic battle between the dark force and good
ensues. The scene is in the Death Star throne

“Return” of the Jedi?

room of the Emperor. Darth Vader, the Emperor’s
right-hand man, and Luke Skywalker are

We walk away, emotionally exhausted, wondering

materializes can be tangible – you can feel the

about what we have just experienced. Why was

difference.

We discover that Vader is really Anakin Skywalker,

it so stirring? Some might wonder, can someone

Luke’s father, who gave in to evil, capitulating to

really become a hero in one moment?

his dark side. The Emperor tries his best to get

Darth Vader was given his moment –his son’s
triumph over evil pierced through his black

Luke to give in to his anger and embrace the dark

The answer is that this presentation has painted

mask and with both their lives on the line, along

side. Luke emerges victorious, refusing to kill

an allegory of real life to which we can relate.

with the epic battle between good and evil, he

the incapacitated Vader and allow his vengeful

We are complex beings comprised of many

had to choose. And in an ending fit for the High

passion to control him. The Emperor, in a fury of

facets, levels, and layers. Nobody is purely evil or

Holidays, Darth Vader does Teshuva. His choice

rage, moves to kill Luke.

entirely good. For most of us, our own lives lack

inspires us because we sense the same potential

the drama of good against evil. But the truth is,

within ourselves.

And in an ending fit
for the High Holidays,
Darth Vader does
Teshuva.

on some level, that is exactly what is happening.
From year to year our choices affect us more

In the words of Maimonides, the famous 12th-

than we realize and we can drift slowly towards

century scholar, “free will is granted to all

darkness. But regardless of how corroded our

mankind. If one desires to turn himself to the

spiritual being becomes, we can always muster

path of good and righteousness, the choice is

our latent Herculean spiritual vigor and access

his…Since free choice is granted to all, a person

that which is untainted within the inner recesses

should always strive to do Teshuva…”

The stage is set and in a moving change of heart,

of our hearts. It is never too late to choose pure

Darth Vader returns from the shadows as Luke’s

good.

caring father, drawing upon the spark of good
that was still shining within his corrupt soul.
He clutches the Emperor and propels him to

35

Yakov Bronsteyn
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enwrapped in a classic light-saber clash.

I
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n this age of information, we all crave “access.”
We like our long-distance phone calls crystal
clear, our intercontinental flights frequent,

and our bank accounts a couple of mouse clicks

In short, G-d gives us access to Himself through
prayer. We have to respond by seeking to bring
Him fully into our lives -- acknowledging Him and
His beneficence, gaining a personal relationship

away. Concert tickets are great; a backstage pass

some quality time with him, we would think long

with Him.

is special. Modern living is all about having open

and hard about what we could talk to him about.

pathways to any person, product, or tidbit of

We’d focus entirely on how we could make the

The prophet Isaiah exhorted the Jewish people,

knowledge at our fingertips.

meeting the beginning of something long-lasting

“Search for G-d when He can be found, call to

and not just a brief encounter. When we have

Him when He is close.” The Sages tell us that

Google has even released a virtual tour program

the chance to meet and befriend someone who

Isaiah was referring to the period between Rosh

that uses composite satellite imagery to produce

matters to us, we grasp the moment and milk it

Hashanah and Yom Kippur. G-d grants special

a close-up of practically any building on Earth on

to its fullest.

access to Himself during this time, in consonance

nationally syndicated “Access Hollywood” just to

Prayer is many things. It is acknowledgement,

with the High Holiday theme of strengthening

get a whiff of info about their favorite celebrity.

request, submission, praise. But prayer at its root

and rediscovering our connection to G-d. G-d

demand.That feeling of “total access” can be very
empowering, even intoxicating. We especially
desire access to those who are popular and

Access is the
fertile ground of
relationship, the
opportunity for
closeness waiting
to be taken
advantage of.

who limit their accessibility – witness the over
three million viewers who tune in nightly to TV’s

is really about access to G-d. In times of need

wants that connection, and He wants to hear

But access is merely potential without reciprocity.

it gives us a direct line to the Source of our

from us, to see that we too yearn for a deeper

A celebrity who allows a journalist this access

potential salvation. In its daily form, it provides

bond and a stronger relationship. Prayers offered
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will withdraw it very quickly if it is not utilized.

Te f i l a h
Access is the fertile ground of relationship, the

a handy reminder as to who is really running

opportunity for closeness waiting to be taken

our show.

advantage of. If we were to get the chance to
meet the President of the United States and spend

during these holiest of days are an expression of
our appreciation of that continued closeness. Let
us make the most of our unique opportunity for
genuine access.

Raphael Landesman

W

e the Jewish people have made a name for ourselves as a
charitable people. At last count, there were over 1,000 Jewish
philanthropic organizations in the United States alone.The United

Jewish Appeal is currently the sixth-largest charity in America, with over
$346 million in donations annually.
If you were to ask around about why giving tzedaka (charity) is so
important, you would probably hear something like this: it is good to share
one’s wealth, one should have compassion for those less fortunate; you
might even hear that without assistance, those less fortunate may turn to
crime.
But what’s in it for us, many ask themselves as they write out that check
or stuff that bill in the charity box? After all, we are the ones giving the
money – what do we get out of all this magnanimity? Some are satisfied
with a feeling of accomplishment, some with a thank you or other gesture
of recognition. Others ask for a more tangible reminder of their generosity
in the form of a plaque on a wall or a name on a building. And some feel
shamed by the question altogether - after all, it’s not about the needs of the
giver, but the needs of the needy.
The Torah begs to differ: it’s very much about the needs of the giver. The
human being wants deeply to matter, to be important, to be someone who
makes a difference. In Jewish thought, the highest expression of this is the
desire to be G-dlike. Being G-dlike means to transcend our temporal urges
to be a consumer, and to adopt the role of provider.

The pleasure inherent in being G-dlike exceeds any other imaginable, and
the effort needed to truly attain it is obviously commensurate with its lofty
standing. We achieve the status of a giver when we give in response to the
dictates of a particular need, without consideration to what our personal
desires are. When we overcome a self-centered impulse to keep our hardearned assets and instead use them to relieve someone’s financial burden,
we experience that transformation from mere mortal to G-d’s partner.

Hebrew calligrapher Mordechai Rosenstein.
All artwork is laminated onto 6" x 17" wood and ready to hang.
$85 plus $10 shipping and handling. (30 day money back guarantee.)
For $150 plus $15 shipping and handling a framed handmade
original watercolor is available.
Call or e-mail to see sample names. If your name is not in stock
we will make it for you at no extra charge.
We also design Torah mantles, stained glass windows and awards.
Call us to book a show at your synagogue, school or center.

We all have people in our lives to whom we give – perhaps a great deal.This
Rosh Hashanah, let us make those gifts into more than just isolated acts of
generosity. Let us feel in our giving that for this we were created. And that
will make the pleasure of giving all ours.

Raphael Landesman
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Tzedaka

Hebrew names in the unique style of world famous

The Most
Happening
Shabbat in
Jerusalem

ajs | be good

by Sara Yocheved Rigler
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SINGLE-HANDEDLY, ONE EXTRAORDINARY
FAMILY IN JERUSALEM IS TRYING TO SHARE
SHABBAT WITH THE WHOLE WORLD.

“That’s it. He’s just too disruptive.”

The student returned to his dorm room and

Henny encouraged her husband.“Ignore what he

wrote in his diary: “Just imagine - that little kid

says. Don’t speak to him; speak to his neshama

knows why he’s wearing a kipa, but I have no

[soul].”

idea why I’m wearing a nose ring.”

student from the Hebrew University

Mordechai somehow continued.At the end of the

Three days later he returned to the Machlises’

was among the 100 guests who

meal, the obnoxious student left. As he walked

apartment, and announced,“I want to learn more

crowded into the modest Jerusalem apartment

out the door, seven-year-old Moshe, one of the

about what it means to be a Jew.”

of Mordechai and Henny Machlis. This student,

Machlises’ thirteen children, asked him, “Why do

wearing a nose ring and an eyebrow ring, was

you have that dumb thing in your nose?”

O
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Shabbat

a

young American

THE LIGHT AND THE WARMTH
For more than two decades, Rabbi Mordechai

determined to undermine every word of Torah
his host would try to share with his guests.

The student retorted, “Why do you have that

and Henny Machlis have opened their home to

Every time Mordechai spoke, the student would

dumb thing on your head?”

an amazing assortment of Shabbat guests. Every
week, sixty to a hundred guests show up for

yell out,“That’s stupid!” or “That’s archaic!” or he
Moshe answered:“Because I always have to know

Friday night dinner and an equal number for

that there’s something above me and higher than

Shabbat lunch. Who comes? Travelers, yeshiva

Mordechai’s seemingly infinite patience almost

me and better than me. Now why do you have

students, university students, the homeless,

gave out. He sat down and said to his wife,

that dumb thing in your nose?”

the mentally ill, Hadassah ladies, tourists, lost

would simply laugh out loud.

souls, U.J.A. mission visitors, new immigrants,
drunkards, widows, orphans, Sar El volunteers for
Israel, Birthright participants, and truth seekers.
While most of their guests are from Englishspeaking countries, the Machlis family has hosted
people from every continent, and from countries

Every week an amazing assortment of sixty
to a hundred Shabbat guests show up for
Friday night dinner and an equal number
for Shabbat lunch.

as far away as Japan, China, and the Philippines.
Some people come hungry for food -- the

A smattering of gentiles, curious to experience a

After a long conversation, he and Rabbi Machlis

ample helpings of home-cooked gefilte fish,

Jewish Sabbath, manage to find their way to the

agreed that the young man would return with

chicken soup, chicken with barbeque sauce,

Machlis house on Shabbat.

his whole Evangelical group the next day for
lunch, and Rabbi Machlis would engage in a

at least three kinds of kugel, an array of salads,
vegetarian alternatives, and four kinds of cake.

Once, a group of ten Mormons came for Shabbat.

debate with the head of the group (who had a

Of course, destitute souls could pick up food

When it was their turn to speak, each one rose

master’s degree in theology). If Rabbi Machlis’s

at a public soup kitchen, but what is Shabbat

and politely thanked the Machlises for their

arguments prevailed, the young man decided, he

without Shabbat songs and words of Torah,

hospitality. When the last Mormon -- a young

would enroll in a yeshiva to study Judaism; if his

which Rabbi Machlis provides as profusely as his

woman -- rose to speak, she burst into tears. She

group leader won the debate, he would continue

wife’s cooking?

finally managed to compose herself, and declared:

with his missionary activities.

“I’m Jewish. Both my parents are Jewish. This is
Some people come hungry for love and warmth.

the first time I’m in a real Jewish home. I had no

Apparently, Rabbi Machlis won, for the erstwhile

Two orphaned young women in their early

idea how beautiful Judaism is.”

missionary enrolled in yeshiva. The story did
not end there, however. Several weeks later

twenties have an apartment and good jobs, but
on Shabbat they miss the family atmosphere they

Once, an American man in his early twenties

the fellow’s mother flew to Israel. She stormed

once knew.A refined 67-year-old widow ate alone

partook of all the Shabbat meals at the Machlis

into the Machlis home and accused them of

every Shabbat for five years after her husband

home. At the end of Shabbat, he approached

kidnapping her son into a cult. He had written

died; her independent persona dissuaded her

Rabbi Machlis and admitted that he was

that he would not eat in her home unless she

friends from inviting her. Now, all three enjoy

confused. Although his mother was born Jewish,

made her kitchen kosher!

the palpable warmth of the Machlis table.

she had raised him completely secular. In fact,
Mordechai calmed her down and brokered a deal

Within two or three years of their marriage,
the Machlises were hosting 20-30 guests at
each Shabbat meal. From there, “it just
grew. We bought another table, and filled
it. And we just kept adding tables.

between her and the heads of her son’s yeshiva.
Her son would return to America and study at
a yeshiva close to home, on condition that she
make her kitchen kosher.
Sometimes Henny herself is surprised by the
impact her home makes. One Rosh Hashanah,
they had “only” 30 guests, including a young

he had become a born-again Christian and had

honeymoon. The bride was an American reform

and unconditional acceptance Rabbi Machlis

come to Israel with an Evangelical group in

Jew and the groom was a German gentile. The

radiates. Religious and secular guests sit side-

order to missionize the Jews. But what he had

couple said very little, and seemed “pretty icy.”

by-side, most wearing kipot, some opting not to.

seen over Shabbat revealed that, contrary to

Most people say the appropriate blessings, often

what he had thought, Judaism was a vibrant,

Two years later, the Machlises received a letter

for the first time; some opt not to. Everyone is

profound religion, full of love

beginning, “You probably don’t remember us...”

encouraged to say a few words, of introduction

and compassion.

or wisdom or personal reflection. Everyone is
lovingly received.
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(Since there had been so few guests that Rosh
Hashanah, Henny remembered them well).
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couple who had come to Israel for their
Some people come for the spiritual inspiration

The woman went on to write:“When we left your place, we said,‘This is the

“Bring them along,” Mordechai offered warmly. “There’s

kind of home we want to have -- the light and the warmth and the children.’

enough food for everyone.”

I had never realized that there was anything more to being Jewish than

40

what I grew up with. We started studying Torah. Then we started keeping

When Mordechai crossed his threshold a short while later,

Shabbat, then kashrut, then I started to go to the mikveh. We just want you

he had 40 Hadassah ladies in tow. Henny amiably cut up the gefilte fish

to know that next week my husband will be undergoing a full conversion.”

into paper-thin portions. Impressed by the 22-year-old Henny’s warmth and
hospitality, the middle-aged women kept saying to her, “You remind me of

HOW THEY STARTED

my grandmother.”

The couple met in 1979 in New York. Shortly after they started seeing each
other, it became clear that, as Henny says, “We both wanted to share the

Another Shabbat both Mordechai and Henny were walking home from the

love and the joy and the beauty of Judaism - and to share Shabbat with

Kotel. In the shuk, they met a doctor from Holland who was in Israel for a

everyone.”

laser convention.They invited him home for Shabbat lunch.After Mordechai
made Kiddush, he passed small cups of grape juice around to his guests.

The young couple wasted no time in actualizing their ideals. For the first

The Dutch doctor’s hands were shaking so much that he could not grasp

three months after their wedding, they rented a two-bedroom apartment

his cup. Finally, in an impassioned voice, he declared:“This is my first Jewish

in Brooklyn, so that they would have a room to accommodate homeless

experience. Both my parents are Jewish, and Holocaust survivors. They

people. The very first Shabbat in their apartment, Mordechai brought

would not let any Judaism into our home at all. Even when my son was

home to his 21-year-old bride a mentally ill couple to sleep over and eat

born, they insisted that we not circumcise him. When I get back to Holland,

The Machlises’ hospitalit y is not reserved
for Shabbat. Rare are the days when needy
persons are not sleeping in the Machlises’
extra beds, or on their two couches, or on
the rug in the living room.
Fall Issue 2005 | www.ajspirit.com

with them for Shabbat. This couple became regular guests for the whole

I’m going to start studying about my Jewish roots.”

period the newlyweds were in Brooklyn.Three months later, Mordechai and
Henny actualized another cherished ideal. They moved to the holy city of

Within two or three years of their marriage, the Machlises were hosting 20-

Jerusalem.

30 guests at each Shabbat meal. From there,“it just grew. We bought another
table, and filled it. And we just kept adding tables.”

Within a year, the Shabbat scene began. Mordechai prayed the Shabbat
morning service at the Kotel. Walking through the Arab shuk on his way

SHOES IN THE WINDSHIELD

home, the 27-year-old Mordechai encountered a middle-aged Jewish woman,

The Machlises’ hospitality is not reserved for Shabbat. Rare are the days

an American tourist. He invited her to come home with him for Shabbat

when needy persons are not sleeping in the Machlises’ extra beds, or on

lunch. “I’d love to,” she replied, “but I’m here with a few friends.”

their two couches, or on the rug in the living room. Every night one, two,

or three men, too drunk or crazy to want to sleep inside the house, sleep
in the Machlises’ van. When Mordechai leaves for work in the morning, he
can tell how many “van guests” he has by how many pairs of shoes he sees
in the front windshield.
Once, a drunk Russian immigrant in his early fifties came for Shabbat dinner.
When everyone else had left, the Machlises discovered this man asleep on
the floor. He woke up, vomited, and was invited to sleep on the couch. He
stayed for a few months, during which time he gave up alcohol cold turkey.
When he started to suffer withdrawal symptoms, Henny, alarmed, called up
specialists to make sure it was safe for him. Eventually, they found him a job
and an apartment.
Mordechai and Henny’s ingenuous, non-judgmental acceptance makes them
a magnet for troubled people. One day an American man, disheveled and
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emotionally distraught, came to their house. He told them he had no money,
no place to live, and no food. So, as usual, they invited him to stay with them.
Then he told them a story that was hard to believe. He claimed that he was
a prominent attorney, a graduate of a prestigious law school, and that he was
being pursued in the United States by certain people who had grievances
against him related to his law practice. He said that he had fled to Israel a
few days before with nothing but the shirt on his back, but that he owned a
large house in New Jersey filled with his valuable possessions.
Since the man was an emotional wreck, anyone else would have dismissed
his claims as wild ravings. Henny and Mordechai gave him the benefit of the
doubt. They asked friends in America to check out his story.
It turned out that it was all true -- including the house in New Jersey. These
friends, granted power of attorney, managed over a period of months to sell
the house, pack up all of its contents, and send them to him in Israel. Today
the attorney is successfully practicing law in Israel. He is happily married
and owns a large apartment in Jerusalem.
Often during the week destitute people pop into the Machlis home and ask
if they can help themselves to staples from the kitchen shelves. The answer
is always,“yes.” A fortune of tuna fish and canned vegetables disappears this
way.

������������������
�����������������

of spiritual progeny -- couples who have found each other at the Machlis
home or people who have been inspired to become more observant by
the Machlises’ example. When these people have no money to pay the rent
or buy food, whom do they turn to? Their spiritual parents, Rabbi and Mrs.
Machlis, of course!

continued on page 60
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In addition to the Machlises’ 13 children, Mordechai and Henny have scores
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inspiring jewish leadership

o n campus
by Gaby Friedman

42

Koretsky’s vision, shared by the founders and the

enthusiasm. It does this by giving them tools

current on-campus directors of the MLF, comes

with which to understand and appreciate their

at a crucial time for the wider American Jewish

Launched at the University of Michigan in
1999, Maimonides Leaders Fellowships are
changing Judaism on campus across the
country.

Jewish heritage.

community. Within the past year, two national
studies1 found that Jewish organizations, as a

“We are not looking to create leaders who

whole, struggled to recruit and retain young

happen to be Jewish,” said Rabbi Ari Koretsky,

leaders, and that the “best and the brightest”

I

who runs MLF at the University of Maryland.“We

often choose to have careers outside of the

lana Sevi spent most of her college years

are looking to create Jewish leaders - Jewishly

Jewish community. The studies recommended

only mildly interested in Jewish life. Her

inspired and Jewishly informed.”

that the Jewish community do more to ensure

Jewish involvement consisted of going to

Hillel services at times when, in her words, she
“couldn’t stomach not going,” such as the High
Holidays.
But then, in her senior year, something changed.
“I discovered the magic behind Judaism, and I
loved it,” said the 22-year-old recent graduate
of the University of Michigan. “I became more
involved in the Jewish Resource Center on
campus. I would talk to the rabbi, and I became
more involved in growing spiritually. I started
Fall Issue 2005 | www.ajspirit.com

like Sevi and turn their apathy into infectious

recruiting my friends to do Jewish activities and
we would go to services. I would help prepare
the Shabbat dinner.”
So what prompted this change in Sevi? It was her
participation in a new and innovative program
flourishing on college campuses across America
called the “Maimonides Leaders Fellowship”
(MLF). The aim of MLF is to take students

The program is the brainchild of Rabbi

The aim of MLF is to take students like
Sevi and turn their apathy into
infectious enthusiasm.

Avraham Jacobovitz, who first introduced it at
the University of Michigan in 1999. He now
serves as educational director for MLF. “College
students are sincerely searching for both
meaning and goals in life,” said “Rabbi J” – as he is
affectionately known.“I thought it was necessary

that young people remain committed to working

recommended), it concentrates on the spiritual

to give them some direction looking into our

for the Jewish population.

aspects of Judaism, and gives its participants a

heritage. The Fellowship model brewed in my

soulful understanding of what it means to be

mind for a number of years. I was searching for

Jewish.

the proper formula to encourage students to

That is where MLF comes in. The program
aspires to motivate the unaffiliated Jewish

take a meaningful interest in Judaism - especially

students on campus, those who are not involved

students who are in leadership positions. I felt

in formal Jewish activities and organizations, and

that those students would be able to influence

give them the tools to be proud of their Judaism

other students, and it would have a ripple effect

and to motivate others.

on campus.”

“At Yale, the biggest estimate you can make is

Once the participants graduate the program,

that one tenth of the Jewish students are doing

(as evidenced by letters graduates wrote, as

something Jewish,” said Rabbi Shlomo Shoumon,

well as interviews and follow-up studies with

who runs MLF at Yale University. “There is very

the graduates) they feel a deep connection to a

little being done to bring the others in. We are

5,000-year-old heritage which, they now realize,

reaching out to students who are among the

“[On campuses,] there is a complete void of

is an ingrained part of them. Armed with that

90% - the students who are Jewish and are not

understanding what Judaism is about,” said Rabbi

feeling, they experience an organic attachment

involved.”

Mordechai Kreitenberg, the Executive Director

to the community, and feel inspired to do

of MLF, who has been responsible for developing

more for it. According to a 2004 MLF follow-up

Although MLF was developed independently of

MLF and bringing it to more than 20 campuses

study, over 60% of graduates said they plan on

the aforementioned studies and other Jewish

nationwide. “The students are experimenting

increasing their activism and their involvement

leadership initiatives that have emerged in their

and exploring so many different things, and not

in Jewish programming on campus.

wake (such as the Professional Leaders Project),

to have a viable option for exploring Judaism

it nevertheless manages to achieve their goals.

is really devastating. This program was a way

“[After MLF] I started to be interested more in the

But MLF, which is open to Jewish students of all

to galvanize the cool and ‘with-it’ students into

religious aspects of Hillel and not just the social

backgrounds and levels of observance, does so

doing something Jewish.”

programming,” said Orly Shafir, 22, who recently

in a unique way. Rather than focusing on trying

graduated from the University of Arizona with a

to make professional opportunities within the

bachelor’s degree in Family Studies and Human

Jewish community look attractive (as the studies

Development.“I started coordinating the Shabbat
Services, and I thought it was a really important

Two national studies found that Jewish
organizations, as a whole, struggled to recruit
and retain young leaders, and that the “best
and the brightest” often choose to have
careers outside of the Jewish community.

foundation for Jewish life and for [the students’]
whole future and their families to come.”
Kreitenberg explained that MLF uses a threepronged approach to motivate young leaders.
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thing to be involved in, because it helps build the

44
The first part is Jewish literacy. During the ten-

that philanthropy and scholarship are not the
only ways to make a difference. The students
participating in MLF are encouraged to befriend
these rabbis and use them as a sounding board
and resource for their quandaries.

week program, students attend classes on the
core values of Judaism, such as “Knowledge,

“Students who go through MLF have a rabbi that

Belief and Prayer,” “Lifestyles- Sabbath, Holidays

they feel comfortable with that they can speak

and Entertainment,” and “Pluralism and Jewish

to when they have questions,” said Aaron Okin,

Unity.”They also listen to guest lectures on topics

21, who participated in the MLF program taught

as diverse as “Professional and Medical Ethics”

by Rabbi Zvi Holland of the Phoenix Community

and “The Art of Healthy Relationships.”

Kollel at the University of Arizona in 2004.“There

What really differentiates MLF from other
leadership programs is that it invests in its
participants. Literally.

bath), day schools, nursing homes and charitable
organizations that help the needy.
“The best part of the program was the shabbaton,
which I thought would be the most difficult
part” said Ilana Sevi. “Instead of it being an
interruption, it was educational and wonderful.”
“The trips are very effective in bringing Judaism

“If you are going to be a Jewish leader, you have

are kids who aren’t so connected who started

alive,” said Kreitenberg. “They [the students]

to gain an introduction to Jewish values and

going to Rabbi Holland with questions. He would

don’t realize how people are doing so many

understanding,” said Kreitenberg.

stay late and take their questions very seriously.

acts of kindness to help people out. All those

The second phase in development of the

It was nice to know that there are people who

things make them proud to be part of the Jewish

budding leaders is mentoring with established

genuinely care about the students and allot

people, and it empowers them to be positive role

Jewish leaders, which, incidentally, was a strong

quality time to connecting with them.”

models.”

course is taught by rabbis and other community

The third prong in nurturing the leaders is to

What really differentiates MLF from other

professionals who have devoted their careers

show them the Jewish community in action.

leadership programs is that it invests in its

to helping the Jewish community, and whose

MLF participants go on trips that explore the

participants. Literally. Students who participate in

lives embody Jewish values. Through mentoring,

dynamics of the Jewish community. They go on

MLF receive a cash stipend of $400 if they attend

the students become aware that their role in

shabbatons (Shabbat retreats), take trips to local

all the classes. Various charitable foundations,

the community can be multidimensional, and

Jewish establishments such as the mikvah (ritual

which at this stage wish to remain anonymous,

recommendation of the ICJR’s study. The MLF

donated more than $1 million so far to motivate
the students to attend the program.
“The money made it easier because I had to give

Fall Issue 2005 | www.ajspirit.com

up more work hours,” said Sevi.“I could probably
not have committed to it full time without the
funds.”
“Many students start to do it because of the
stipend,” said Rabbi Aaron Eisemann, who
runs MLF at the University of Michigan, the
first college to offer the program. “But after
[participating,] they would have been happy to
do it without the stipend.”

In the end, MLF leaves the students with much

everyday. It connects my Judaism to my great-

more than just a pocketful of cash.

great grandfather. It makes it personal.”

“We are giving students a deep background in

But for all the success that MLF has had, its

the rich intellectual and spiritual history of the

founders and organizers insist that it is only a

Jewish people,” said Koretsky. “We are giving

first step. On most campuses, MLF organizers

them a transformative experience that allows

run follow-up programs, such as trips to Israel,

them to think about modern Jewish issues

weekly learning sessions, and even, this year,

differently.”

Maimonides 2, where graduates of MLF will be
able to further their Jewish leadership training.

In many cases, the “transformative experience”
results in students becoming more observant.

“What we really try to stress in MLF is that the
program is a starting point, not a self-contained,

“[After MLF,] I stopped eating pork, I try to

once in a lifetime type of experience,” said

separate milk and meat and I try to keep my

Koretsky.“It is really a launching pad for a lifelong

head covered with a baseball cap,” said David

love affair with Jewish learning and studying.”

MLF is presented as a starting point, not
a once in a lifetime type of experience.
It is a launching pad for a lifelong love
affair with Jewish learning.

Morley, 21, who will be a senior at the University
of Michigan this year.

For many MLF graduates, that love affair has
already begun.

“Also,

several

weeks

after

I

graduated

“I don’t know where I will end up- a lot of that

Maimonides,” he says, “my mother found a box

will depend on who I marry,” said Morley. “But I

in her basement of things she got from her

would like to give my kids more Judaism than I

father, and one of the things in the box was a

got as a kid. That is the goal right now.”

set of tefilin (phylacteries),” Morley continued.
“I went and checked out what these tefilin are

For more information on MLF, and to find

used for, and the sofer (Jewish scribe) in the

out if MLF is offered on your campus, visit

Detroit area said the tefilin were still kosher.

www.jewishleaders.com.

to my great-great grandfather, who passed them

Photos courtesy of Machon L’Torah

on. But somewhere along the line they stopped
being used. My mother never saw her father
using them. But I thought, they belonged to my
great-great grandfather – I should use them. I
decided to commit to wearing these tefilin
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Footnotes
1 “Professional Development in the Jewish
Community” conducted by the Institute
for Jewish and Community Research in San
Francisco; and “The Jewish Sector’s Workforce:
Report of a Six-Community Study” conducted
by the Cohen Center for Modern Jewish
Studies at Brandeis University.
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They were 100 years old, and they belonged
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A Good

Heart
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by Rebbetzin Esther Jungreis

Ann came to a young leadership class shortly

Oh, I don’t know,” she mused. “I guess I

“Well, I’m looking for the Big Seven –

after September 11th. She was a beautiful,

want everything.”

looks,

vivacious young woman who was starting to

great

personality,

money,

brains,

athletic, fun and successful.”

make a name for herself in the theater. “I’m

“There’s an old Yiddish proverb that has a great

ready,” she said. “I’m really ready. I want to marry

ring in the original. Loosely translated, it means,

“You may think that those are the Big Seven,

and settle down, and I’ve heard that you make

‘No one person has everything,’ so forget that,

but none of them amounts to anything. It’s like

great matches.”

but let’s hope that when you meet Mr. Right,

looking at a bunch of zeros – if there’s no digit

you’ll think he has everything. But just so I know

in front of them, they still amount to zero, and I

“We try,” I said.“What sort of man are you looking

where you’re coming from, tell me what you

didn’t see a digit in front of any of your Seven.”

for?”

consider to be ‘everything.’”

Ann was taken aback. “Rebbetzin, you’ve

More than comfort and a pleasant climate, we

with clenched fists, as if to signal that we want

shattered my dream – what do you mean, zero?”

need an opportunity to give to others, this holds

to grab it all, but we die with our palms open,

equally true for husband-wife relationships. It’s

for we can’t take anything with us but a good

“Well, you forgot to include the one quality that

not luxuries that spouses need, but hearts that are

heart – that is, if we were fortunate enough to

is most important, and that is a good heart. Looks,

always ready to listen and give.

develop one.

money, brains are all meaningless. If goodness
is missing, overnight that handsome face can

Beth and David were not getting along. Sabbath

become ugly, a brilliant mind can become just

was their worst time because, whereas they went

From the book THE COMMITTED MARRIAGE:

another instrument to make you miserable, and

to work and were involved in their jobs the rest

A Guide to Finding a Soul Mate and

money can be just another means to control you.

of the week, on Sabbath they had to confront

Building a Relationship Through Timeless

I’m glad you’ve decided to settle down, but try to

each other. I recommended a simple solution

Biblical

figure out what you really want.”

– focus on others, invite guests for Shabbos

Jungris. Copyright ©2004 by the author.

– and it worked like a charm. In the presence of
“Well, of course he has to have a good heart

strangers, they both had to exercise restraint and

– that’s a given.”

hold their anger in abeyance, and in time, their

Wisdom

by

Rebbetzin

Esther

Published by arrangement with
HarperSanFranciso.

anger dissipated.
“Unfortunately, Ann,

that’s

not

a

given.

That’s the one quality that cannot be easily

Every marriage has its ups and downs, but

acquired. If he doesn’t have looks, you can

when you allow your good heart to reign and

take him for a makeover; if he’s not successful,

open your home to guests it becomes easier to

you could try to motivate him; if he lacks

maintain a warm, kind spirit. Instead of anger

education, you can inspire him to return

and cold silence, conversation and laughter will

to school; but if he doesn’t have a good

fill your house and these positive energies will

heart, what do you do? Where do you take

rebound to your relationship.
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as a nursing mother feels uncomfortable when

“Looks, great personality,
money, brains, athletic, fun and
successful.” It’s like looking at
a bunch of zeros – if there’s no
digit in front of them, they still
amount to zero.

her breasts fill with milk, and finds relief only

There are givers and there are takers – givers

when she is able to nurse her child, so the

have an inner resilience; takers are never

individual whose heart is filled with kindness

satisfied. Marriages often fail because, after a

feels distressed when there is no outlet for his or

while, husbands and wives get tired and become

her need to give.

takers. There are so many frustrations, so many

husband or a good father is dependent solely on
that good heart.”
People have various reasons for giving. Some have
a need to gain recognition, others are riddled
with feelings of inadequacy, and still others are
plagued by guilt. Then there are those like [the
Talmudic sage] Rabbi Elazar ben Arach, [whose
good heart was] compared to a spring that is
constantly flowing with increased energy. People
like that actually suffer if they have no outlet for
the goodness embedded in their hearts. Even

misunderstandings, so many hurts, it becomes
easy to think divorce or to resign yourself to a
humdrum existence. We come into this world

Fall Issue 2005 | www.ajspirit.com

him? Divorce court? Whether he will be a good
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double blossoming. You’ll create an inexpensive,
eye-catching, and edible centerpiece. Be sure to
tell your guests not to eat the flowers, though!

Honey Tasting Station – If you can do it for

Challah Napkin Rings – These have been very

wine, why not for honey? The flavor, color, and

popular for Rosh Hashanah. My kids love to

fragrance of honey can vary greatly, based on the

make them and my guests love to eat them!

flowers from which the nectar was gathered. I

For five rings, use the amount of dough you’d

was amazed to learn that there are over 300

require to make one challah loaf. Besides using

distinct types of honey on the market today.

traditional sesame or poppyseeds for coating, try

Some of them are quite exotic – like fireweed,

sprinkling on finely crushed almonds.

pumpkin, sage, Brazilian pepper, and blackberry

TABLESCAPING
TIPS FOR ROSH
HASHANAH

BY
SUSIE FISHBEIN
WITH
GAVRIEL ARYEH SANDERS

In creating the Kosher by Design series
of cookbooks, I’ve learned some valuable
lessons about tablescaping. Here are four
“ooh-ahh” ideas that have been big hits
for Rosh Hashanah in our house.
(see www.honeylocator.com). Set up a corner

I certainly hope that your Rosh Hashanah

table in your dining room or salon. Arrange your

tablescape will enhance and encourage an

honey samples using assorted bowls, dishes, and

atmosphere of light and delight as we enter a

bottles. Place them in an arc according to taste,

new year with optimism and courage. So much

geography, or color – from light to dark. In front

joy, learning, and bonding happen around our

of the honey containers, put a large plate with

holiday tables. The Jewish festival table is one

bite-sized pieces of apples, challah, and pears.

of the most important settings in which Jewish
identity is formed and traditions are transformed

Pomegranate Place Card Holders – This is an

into convictions. I hope you’ll incorporate some

easy project to assemble. I use the computer

of the recipes suggested here. My readers have

osh Hashanah at the Fishbein home

to print the guests’ names on perforated cards

told me they are particularly fond of the tri-color

is always such a delightful time. It’s

(available at Office Max, Office Depot), using an

Gefilte fish. Beteyavon – and l’shanah tovah

especially fun to treat my family and

attractive and festive font. With toothpicks or

tikateyvu.

guests to foods that appeal to the eye as well as

straight pins, mount the card onto the protruding

the palate. I’m a firm believer that color, texture,

end of the pomegranate. Guests like to eat them

Susie Fishbein is the author of the bestseller

and presentation influence the enjoyment of

after the main part of the meal. Make sure to

cookbook Kosher By Design and Kosher

eating as much as taste. In creating the Kosher

have extra hand towels or napkins available!

By Design Entertains (ArtScroll Mesorah
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R

by Design series of cookbooks, I’ve learned some

Publications). She holds an MS degree from

valuable lessons about tablescaping (Think of it

An Edible Centerpiece – Fill an oval basket

Brooklyn College and resides in Livingston

as landscaping for the table!). Let me share with

with varieties of apples, like Red and Gold

NJ with her husband and four children. She

you four “ooh-ahh” ideas that have been big hits

Delicious and Granny Smith. If your apple tastes

is preparing to release a new volume for

for Rosh Hashanah in our house.

range more adventurous, try Fuji, Jonagold, or

children “Kosher By Design – Kids in the

Braeburn. Amongst the apples, insert stems of

Kitchen”, due in Nov. 2005.

Oakleaf Hydrangeas, which are dramatic white
flowers that come in two forms - single and

challah napkin rings

pomegranate chicken

My sister-in-law’s aunts are famous in both Brooklyn and Queens for this fabulous
creation. Could there be a cuter accent on a Shabbos table than challah napkin rings?
They serve a dual purpose by holding the napkins and providing dinner guests with
their own challah roll. The amount of dough you need depends on the number of your
guests. For 5 rings use the amount of dough needed for 1 challah. In a pinch, you can
even buy challah dough from your local bakery.

This recipe was given to me by Foremost caterers. I was not surprised that the chicken
turned out beautifully, with crisp mahogany-colored skin. But I was shocked to find
that it was so easy to prepare. The only slight difficulty was in finding the pomegranate
syrup and juice. Try a health food store or one that specializes in Mediterranean, Indian,
or Persian food items. Alternatively, you can ask your supermarket to special order it.
Foremost recommends having your butcher French the breast. However, when I tried
using a regular breast with bones, the result was terrific.

Preheat oven to 350 degrees. Cover one large or 2 smaller baking sheets with
parchment paper.
Take 2 empty paper towel rolls. Smoothly cover them with a double layer of aluminum
foil. Cover the foil with a sheet of parchment paper. (Tape won’t stick to keep the
parchment layer sealed. Instead, use a small strip of foil like a rubber band around the
center of the tube.) Set aside.
Cut the dough into 5 sections. Divide each section into 3 equal pieces. Roll each piece
into a rope. Place the 3 ropes side by side on a piece of parchment paper. Pinch the
top ends together loosely. Braid the dough and loosely pinch the bottom ends together
(you don’t want the ends too tapered). Place the braid over the prepared wrapped
tube. Wrap it around so the top and bottom ends meet. Pinch the ends together to
make a complete circle. Repeat this process with all 5 sections, placing up to 3 rings on
each tube.
Brush each ring with the beaten egg and sprinkle with both poppy and sesame seeds.
Set the tubes down lightly on the prepared baking sheets. Bake for 30 minutes or until
golden.
Yield: Dough for 1 challah = 5 challah napkin rings
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6 chicken breasts, with skin (can also use a whole chicken, cut in 1⁄8ths, with skin)
3 cups pomegranate juice
2 cups pomegranate syrup
8 garlic cloves, roughly chopped
1⁄4 cup chopped fresh mint, extra for garnish
1⁄8 cup freshly ground black pepper
2 tablespoons margarine
Place the chicken in a zip-lock bag or a shallow plastic container that has a cover.
Completely cover with the pomegranate juice, syrup, garlic, mint, and pepper.
Marinade at least overnight or up to 2 nights. Shake the bag or turn the container every
so often.
Preheat oven to 350 degrees. Remove chicken from marinade, placing the marinade
into a pot. Set aside.
In a separate pan, heat the margarine over high heat. Add the chicken, skin side down,
taking care not to splatter the hot margarine. Sear the chicken about 4-6 minutes or
until the skin is nice and crisp. As long as your heat is right, the skin may seem like it is
sticking a little but it will release once it’s perfectly seared.
Place the pot of marinade over a medium flame and boil it about 30 minutes or until it
reduces by at least half and is syrupy. Make sure it doesn’t burn. Skim continuously to
remove the chicken impurities that will rise to the surface.
Remove the chicken to a baking pan. Bake chicken, skin side up, for 40 minutes or until
cooked through. Serve with sauce dribbled over it.
Yield: 6 servings
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1 batch any challah dough, prepared according to recipe directions
1 large egg, lightly beaten
poppy seeds
sesame seeds

ajs | mind & spirit

Shofar Sounds
and

P uzzle P ieces
by Yitzchak Feldheim

However, like anything as wonderful as feeling
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calm and thrilled at the same time, you usually
have to work very hard to get there.
I was afforded such a hard-work opportunity
when my nine-year-old daughter convinced my
wife that the 1,000-piece puzzle with the cute
teddy bears would look perfect on the wall in
her room. I attempted to invoke “Daddy’s puzzle
principle” (A puzzle bought for a child should
have no more pieces than the child’s age times
10) but it was quickly shot down by this gem
from my four-year-old: “But you’re going to help
us and you are almost a hundred.”
The kids, of course, gave up after about 20
minutes (longer than I expected) whereas I and
the top of the dining room table did not get to
see the light of day for a week.

E

very once in a while, life presents
me with an analogy – beautiful in its
simplicity – that brings an esoteric

concept in Jewish thought squarely down to
Earth. There is a particularly calming and at the
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same time thrilling feeling I get when I make
such a discovery –not just for myself but also
because of how “sharable” these analogies can
be. As a teacher, I am always looking for those
real-life moments I can use to explain important
yet intangible ideas in a way that elicits a ”so
that’s how it works” rather than a “deep, Rabbi.
Heavy thought there.”

I think it was the third day in when desperation
led me to the following thought: If I wait until
the kids are asleep, I could gently toss the puzzle
and carefully frame and hang up the picture
on the cover of the box. Who would know the
difference?
Finally, when all was quiet, I looked guiltily at the
cover of the box and knew that I could never do
it – and not only because the picture was marred
by those terrible words “contains 1000 pieces
for ages 8 and up.” More importantly, were I to
hang up the box-cover, the credit for the picture
would belong not to me but to some unknown
photographer. After all my hours of work, I
wanted this to be mine.

G-d is infinite,
infallible, omnipotent,
omniscient and a lot
of other words with
Greek prefixes that
need a lot of work to
explain.

presented with a vast, dining-room table full of

the puzzle. Before this, there was just the perfect

puzzle pieces. The G-d of unity is hidden and we

oneness of G-d - the “cover of the box.” After

have millions of pieces of different shapes, sizes

creation, there are countless pieces without any

and colors - no two the same, each seemingly at

obvious connection. It is our job to create the

odds with the other.

puzzle, to bring the world back to the unity of
G-dliness.

If you look carefully, though, it is clearly
noticeable that these pieces were designed to be

This is how we usher in the new year with our

joined to each other. A little twist, a small turn, a

shofar. The first sound is straight and pure, a

gentle snap and wow - a friendship. A few more

model of unity that symbolizes G-d (the cover).

pieces and you have families. Continue, and you

Then comes the broken sound : creation in all

The reason the manufacturer runs the picture

build communities, countries, maybe eventually a

of its fragmentation (the puzzle pieces).The final

with the cute teddy bears through a machine

unified world. With love, wisdom and dedication,

straight sound

and essentially shreds it to pieces is only to give

we can put the pieces back together.

efforts - the completed puzzle.

In the end, we are back where we started - the

Keeping this analogy in mind as the shofar is

Aside from the adulation of my pint-sized fan

perfect cover of the box. The only difference

being blown can be very powerful. With the

club, that week of work provided me with a

is that while the box was a gift from G-d, the

straight sound, conceive of the serene perfection

vehicle that I have used since then to bring down

finished puzzle is ours. G-d is allowing us to create

that existed before creation. With the broken

to earth nothing less than what is the traditional

our own “heaven”. We can now experience the

sound, picture the obstacles, struggles and pain

is the world reunified by our

us the thrill of completing it ourselves.

Jewish perspective on the meaning of life.
G-d is infinite, infallible, omnipotent, omniscient
and a lot of other words with Greek prefixes that
need a lot of work to explain.

If I wait until the kids are asleep, I could gently
toss the puzzle and carefully frame and
hang up the picture on the cover of the box.

Suddenly, it is easy: We can conceive of G-d
as being the cover of the puzzle box, perfect,
complete, already done. If G-d would have

perfect unity of G-d, yet, with the satisfaction of

in our lives and in the world. Then with the final

created us in heaven, in a world where we could

knowing we have earned it. No text that says,

straight sound, conceive of the ability we have

experience the perfection of G-d without any

“Infinite number of pieces – ages 13 and up” will

as humans – and the dream we hold on to - to

obstacles, it would be like us hanging the cover

mar the beauty of our accomplishment.

heal and repair suffering and pain around us, one

life with the pleasure of having a good view but

This is really the secret of the sounds of the

always as recipients, beggars, living off handouts

shofar that are blown every year on Rosh

May we all have a happy and healthy new

from the Photographer of all Photographers. The

Hashanah. The Torah commands us to blow nine

year and look forward to the time when we

deep pleasures of accomplishment, satisfaction,

sounds*: three “teruah” (broken) sounds, each

have completed a puzzle so large that our only

and achievement would always be beyond us.

preceded and followed by a “tekiah” (straight)

remaining concern should be,“now G-d, were do

There would be no way for us to ever taste

sound, for a total of nine sounds in all. Straight,

you want us to hang this thing?”

creativity -- everything would have already been

broken, straight. Straight, broken, straight.

perfect.

Straight, broken straight.

G-d, out of His infinite kindness, did not create us

Rosh Hashanah is the anniversary of the creation

in heaven. He created a fragmented world down

of the world, or in our analogy the cutting up of

here on Earth where His perfect unity is hidden
from view. We are born into a world of disunity
and division, pain and sorrow. We have been
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Footnote
* There are three different versions quoted in the
Talmud for the broken sound: “shevarim”, three
short sounds, “teruah” nine very short sounds,
and the combination “shevarim-teruah” which is
one after the other - three short and nine very
short. Our practice, therefore, is to do a full set of
each of these for a total of 30 sounds (“shevarimteruah” counts as two).
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piece at a time.

of the puzzle on the wall. We would go through

ajs | torah study

A UNIVERSITY PROFESSOR AND RENOWNED
GENESIS SCHOLAR TAKES A REFRESHING
AND ENGAGING APPROACH TO BIBLICAL
MEANING.

gets to a story where some people build a tower
and G-d decides to destroy it.“One second”, asks
the brain, “what was so bad about that tower?”
He reads the story again and can’t find anything
objectionable in it. G-d just seemed to decide He

SURE,

The Bible is completely irrelevant. The Bible is

didn’t like it. And a few chapters later, Mr. Brain

the Holy Word of G-d.

gets to a story where G-d asks a man to take his
son to the top of a mountain and kill him.“That’s

Two opposing points of view, right?

of this book. None of these stories really make
Not necessarily. Make sure you’re sitting down,

THE BIBLE
IS HOLY,
BUT DOES IT
REALLY MEAN
ANYTHING?

it”, grumbles the brain, “I think I’ve had enough
any sense.”

dear reader. Because believe it or not, you may
well subscribe to both these views at the same

And so the brain is ready to walk away. But

time. Here’s why:

one day he looks around to find that the body
of which he is a part is sitting in a synagogue.

Take a minute, if you would, to complete the

And the man in the front of the congregation is

following little survey. You don’t have to hand

talking very solemnly about this book, the Bible.

it back to anyone, so try and be honest. Here

Everyone in the pews is dutifully nodding his or

we go:

her head in agreement. “What are they doing”,
thinks the brain, “are they nuts? Don’t they

Please check the label that best describes you:

Check One

realize this book doesn’t make any sense?” And

Label

Your Feeling Towards the Bible

1.

Dyed in the Wool Atheist

Bible is Utterly Irrelevant to You

2.

True Believer

The Bible Informs Your Whole Life

3.

Neither of These Extremes

Neither of These Extremes

Maybe you picked option (1) or (2). But what if

then something happens that’s even worse. The

you picked (3)? Let’s imagine what its like to a

brain sees that its own head has started to nod

(3); let’s take a moment to put ourselves in his

dutifully as well.

shoes and to enter that world.
By this time, our friend the brain has pretty much

by Rabbi David Fohrman

Those who shunned the first two options and

had it. He’s ready to revolt.
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picked (3) are people who might profess a
healthy respect for religion. As a (3), we may

In a nutshell, this is the dilemma many of us face.

suspect, even if we are not entirely sure, that the

It is a textbook case of what psychologists like to

Bible reflects the will of the Creator. At least our

call cognitive dissonance — the state of torment

emotional, our spiritual side, suspects this. But

that besets us when two parts of ourselves are

deep inside, we may harbor a terrible secret. We

at war with each other. Our brain has objections,

may fear that the Bible is utterly irrelevant.

but our emotions and our spirit want to revere
the Bible as holy, as being the bedrock of

The source of this fear is not our emotions

morality in an unstable world. Our emotions and

or our spirit but our brain. The brain leafs

our spirit would really appreciate it if the brain

through the Bible and discovers in its pages a

would just keep his objections to himself.

talking snake who offers a forbidden apple to
a beautiful maiden. “Sounds like Snow White to
me”, mumbles the brain. Not long after that, he
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submits to us. We are worried that they threaten
our belief in the Bible as a sacred work. We are
worried that somehow, the stark and challenging
questions posed by the brain might just be
heretical.
But maybe that’s wrong. Maybe the Bible wants
us to ask questions.
Throughout the centuries, Judaism has always
prized questions. It has consistently insisted
that questions are more valuable than answers.
Indeed, in centuries past, teachers in children’s
religious schools would give children shiny new
How do people deal with cognitive dissonance?

we will have lost confidence that they have

coins for brilliant questions; not for brilliant

The not-so-pretty truth is: Usually through an act

anything to teach us.

answers.Why? Because Judaism understands that
the Bible isn’t some sort of fairly straightforward

of suppression. We often end up believing what
we want to believe, and we try to suppress our

The Bible will have become both holy and

book you’re just supposed to “believe in.” It’s not

intrusive thoughts to the contrary.

irrelevant.

a childish book of villains and heroes, a kind of
Grimm’s Fairy Tales garnished with some moral

In real life, this means that the brain usually

For those of you who suffer from “holy

lessons here and there. It is a book that must be

loses the battle. We slowly learn to ignore his

irrelevance”, I’d like to suggest a way out. What

approached with sharpness of mind. It is a book

questions.

I am about to propose constitutes the first few

we must labor over before it will consent to yield

steps along a journey I hope to take with you in

its treasures to us.And the first steps of that labor

The problem, though, is that ignoring questions

a series of weekly emails. It is a journey, I submit,

is the asking of questions.

doesn’t cause them to go away. Instead, ignoring

that can lead us into the inner world of the Bible.

questions just causes them to “go underground”.

If you’re game to come along, read on:

Yes, every Bible story has its “problems” — but
that’s precisely the point. The questions are

When a question goes underground, it becomes
part of the partisan resistance. We can smile and

Maybe one of the reasons the brain and emotions

not really problems. Rather, the questions are

pretend everything is all right, but deep inside,

find themselves in conflict about the Bible is that

opportunities to penetrate the fairy-tale like

something feels rotten.

we have a flawed view of the questions our brain

exterior of a story and to begin to reach its core.
Each “problem” is a clue. And in the end, when

questions accumulate within our soul and are
denied expression in our consciousness, they
will slowly drain the life out of our appreciation
of the Bible as a source of wisdom that can make
any important difference in our lives. Sure, we
will read the stories and “revere them” — at least
outwardly. We will talk deferentially about Adam
and Eve, Cain and Abel, Moses and Miriam. We
will nod our heads solemnly about what great
and holy personalities they were. But inwardly,

you add up these clues, they can become the

“That’s it”, grumbles
the brain, “I think
I’ve had enough
of this book. None
of these stories
really make any
sense.”

basis for a breathtaking new way to understand
the story as a whole.
The true student of the Bible is not afraid of
questions. He or she thrives on them.
Keep that thought in mind as you venture
off with me in the weeks ahead. Intelligent
questioning is our first, most valuable tool, in
seeking to understand the Bible. Indeed, if the
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When simple, reasonable and fundamental

Bible is to be anything other than a fairy tale, this has to be true. And once
you accept this, you may find that your brain and your spirit can live happily
ever after, after all.
In an earlier series of articles [published by JewishWorldReview.com], we
looked at the story of Adam and Eve in the Garden of Eden. In keeping with
what I’ve just talked about, we began by asking a lot of questions. I’d like

And in the end, when you add up
these clues, they can become the
basis for a breathtaking new way
to understand the story as a whole.

you to join me as we begin another adventure in Biblical text — a closer
look at the next major episode in the Book of Genesis, the story of Cain and
Abel. Once again, let’s clear the deck by starting with some open and honest
questions about the text, the kind any intelligent reader would ask when
reading the story for the first time. And let’s see where these questions take
us.
Take a break from your day, open your Bible and read through the fifteen
or so verses in Genesis, chapter four, that comprise the story of Cain and
Abel. Ask yourself: What, if anything, seems odd or problematic in the story?
What bothers you about it? In the smaller picture, what details strike you
as unexpected? And in the larger picture, what seems surprising about the
overall message of the story?
In a series of weekly emails, we’ll explore these questions together. See you
there.
David Fohrman is resident scholar at the Hoffberger Foundation for
Torah Studies, Institute for Text Study. In that capacity, he lectures
widely on Biblical themes and serves as an adjunct professor at
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the Johns Hopkins University. In recent years, he worked as a
writer and senior editor on the ArtScroll Talmud project. His first
book, “ Serpents of Desire: Good and Evil in the Garden of Eden,”
is coming soon.
To receive these weekly emails every Friday, simply sign up at
www.ajspirit.com.
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FINDING

YOUR
WAY
HOME

by Sarah Shapiro

O

ne day I was walking along a Jerusalem street, consumed by my

This instant - which holds all the great, vast beauties of the world - is what

own thoughts and worries, when I looked up just in time to see a

we cannot afford to lose in the unceasing onrush of overwhelming events.

child whose T-shirt read, “Wish I Were Here.”

“The past is history,” goes the famous jingle. “The future’s a mystery. Right
now is a gift, that’s why they call it the present.”

- but the message he carried is still with me.

The Ibn Ezra put it this way:

How can we be here? Amidst all the sorrows and pressures, doubts and pains,

The past is nothing.

the present is veiled to our own sight. We tend to look back on childhood -

The future is yet to be.

whether it was happy or unhappy, idyllic or tragic - as an illuminated period

The present is a blink.

of time in some kind of mythic land. But that’s just because as children, our

So why worry?

perceptions are undefended. No matter where it takes place, all childhoods
unfold in the same miraculous spot.
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Among all the passers-by, the child disappeared in a flash - as do our lives

To be here. It’s the simplest of ambitions but the most elusive to fulfill.

But when it came to this cousin, it was especially odd. “I feel so at home

Years have intervened since that child passed me on the sidewalk, but

here,” she kept saying as the wedding day approached. “I don’t really want

I’m still in search of the path into that kingdom, the vast and wondrous

to leave,” she repeated, boarding the plane back to California. Yet this was a

kingdom of the present moment.

young woman who had married a non-Jew precisely, she told us at the time,
because she wanted out from her Jewish-ness. Being Jewish, she said, had
* * *

always been one big mystery, anyway.

For our grandson’s third birthday, one of my friends – who was apartment-

* * *

hunting at the time --- gave him a card game called, “Take Them Home!”
I’m writing this while on a visit to family in America. One day last week, a
Half the deck consisted of pictures of animals: a grizzly bear, a polar bear, a

few of us rented a car and took a drive out to Connecticut to see the house

lion, a giraffe. A hippo, a bird, a frog, a snake. A dog, a bumblebee. A cat, and a

I grew up in.

whale, a horse-fly and a gorilla. A spider. A butterfly. A goldfish. A turtle.
The house I grew up in was surrounded by acres and acres of woods,
meadow and wild field. As I turned now into our rocky old driveway, I

Every living creature has a home
tailored to its particular needs and
particular nature. The desire to
go home is imprinted in all of us,
programmed right into our genes.

realized with a start that it wasn’t rocky anymore, and -- to my horror – that
a totally unfamiliar house was standing imperiously right there where trees
should have been, at the entrance to the driveway. Most disorienting of all,
this tidy, black-topped paved driveway didn’t continue on into the woods
towards our ivy-covered house, but simply came to a stop a few yards from
the street. Where in the world was our driveway? My daughter asked if
maybe I’d made a mistake.
“Of course not!” I snapped. I backed out, drove up and down the hilly old
road a few times to see if some other entryway had somehow come into

The point was to match up each of these with a card from the other half of

being, then pulled back in to the now-truncated driveway.“Wait here,” I said,

the deck. There was a picture of a dark cave, and another of a sunlit jungle.

getting out of the car and slamming the door.

A nest holding three speckled blue eggs. A swamp and a spider-web. A fishbowl filled with water. A hole in the sand, a honeycomb. A flower in bloom,

“Mommy, wait!”

a doghouse, an ocean. An ice floe, a pink pillow. A horse’s tail. A turtle.
Into the woods I ran, determined. “Don’t worry! I’ll be right back!”
“They want to go home,” said three-year-old Elchonon as the game
progressed, and it struck us that every living creature has a home tailored to

I have no idea how long the following episode took; my sense of time

its particular needs and particular nature: the desire to go home is imprinted

dissolved as I set foot into those woods.The world I knew so well, the world

in all of us; it’s programmed right into our genes.

I knew like the back of my hand, had vanished! I was instantly enclosed
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in the dappled sunlight and silence of woods both familiar and unfamiliar.
When I got married in Jerusalem many years ago, one of my cousins – who

Vegetation had grown up over and obliterated the driveway that once was.

had never been in Israel before – was unsettled by a persistent sense of

I saw all around me the poison-ivy leaves that had been the main danger of

being at home in the city. That in itself wasn’t unusual: millions of Jews

my childhood, but I didn’t care, I just kept plunging on desperately through

down through the centuries, including me, have felt the same way. In my

the underbrush. Was there nothing real left at all of the kingdom in my

case, the feeling came over me inexplicably not long after I arrived for a

mind?

summer visit in 1976, and it has kept me there through thick and thin
– through all kinds of perils I wouldn’t have encountered back in my
Connecticut hometown. How far-fetched it would have sounded – given
my agnostic upbringing in a non-Jewish suburb—if anyone had ever said,
back then, that one day I’d be drawn to the land of Israel, and that’s where
I’d marry and bring up my children.
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All at once there was a clearing, then another unfamiliar house, which I
couldn’t bear to look at…I was standing on the curb of a street, a new
street altogether! I was in the middle of a housing development! A house
here, a house there! I kept going forward in the direction I knew I had to
go…something familiar was drawing me…when something told me to look
straight up and all of a sudden, framed on one side by the long branch of an
oak tree and on the other side by a towering pine, there was a piece of sky
I knew so well, and the very same clouds – my clouds! -- floating overhead!
I was standing under the tall old oak tree where I used to swing.
* * *
In a few weeks, we’ll all be sitting in our sukkah in Jerusalem, with its walls
that are made for dismantling, and its roof not meant for protection from
rain, or sun, or the passage of time.

I just kept plunging on desperately
through the underbrush. Was
there nothing real left at all of the
kingdom in my mind?

If I had known what Sukkot was when we lived in that house in
Connecticut…and known that we Jews had another home, a land that was
ours forever….If we had built a sukkah on the grassy lawn out in front of
our house, then I as a child would have looked up through the wooden slats
at the stars and had an inkling that the world before my eyes was not the
one that’s made to last.
For the bear, or the bumblebee, home may be a material thing. But it’s
temporary, flimsy…that no matter where we are, the truth of our lives
surrounds us when we sit within its walls.

Sarah Shapiro is the author of Growing With My Children, Don’t You
Know it’s a Perfect World, and A Gift Passed Along [Artscroll], and
editor, most recently, of The Mother in Our Lives [Targum/Feldheim].
She lectures and teaches writing in Israel and America.
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precisely because the sukkah, in all its bright loveliness, is insubstantial,

ajs | your life. your judaism
from the pages of Aish.com, the most popular Judaism website

your

Essence
and

your

Ego

by Chaim Levine

YOUR ESSENCE

What does this mean? It means that you are good to the core. In

I

n the beginning, says the Torah, God was talking and big

fact, you’re pure goodness. It means that if you begin to identify

things were happening. Solar systems were spinning, mountains

with your true essence, your self-esteem will rise like a bobber. It

sprouted, and beaches were stretched out along coasts.

means that you can stop trying to make yourself good by how
much you achieve, how many promotions you get, or how many

The Torah uses the metaphor of God speaking to describe how

people approve of you.

God made the universe. Of course God has no physical form,
but speech somehow describes the “Let-there-be-light” process.

At your essence you can’t get better than you already are, all you

In the entire description of creation only once did God create

have to do is let your essence come to the surface.

something through a form other than speech. When it came to the
creation of humanity, God stopped speaking and did something

God’s breath.
Your essence.
Not bad.

completely different: God blew.
What’s the difference between speaking and blowing?
The Zohar, the chief work of the Kabbalah, explains, “whoever
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blows, blows from within.” Speaking is a process that takes little
energy; blowing must come from deep within. When God blew,

Surfacing your essence? Sounds like something you do with an

man received nothing less than the spark of God -- a soul. A small

organic tea bag.

piece of crystallized, pure goodness. So your soul is God’s breath.
In fact, the Hebrew word for soul is neshama, which comes from

Experiencing your soul is not some esoteric experience that

the word neshimah, which means “breath.”

requires many years of meditation and tai chi. It’s just the opposite.
Because this is who you are at your essence, experiencing life
through the soul is natural, ordinary, and very grounding. In fact,

God’s breath. Your essence. Not bad.
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just about all of us have already had the experience of living
through our souls.
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That’s your essence at work.
Judaism teaches that your essence has all the wisdom and
perspective you will ever need in life, and that you can tap into
this reservoir whenever you need to.

Think about the feeling you had the last time you quietly watched
the sun turn into orange fire, the last time you lost yourself in a

Here are a few quick steps to connecting with your essence:

piece of music, or you got runner’s high, or the feeling you had if
you were ever present when a child was born. Remember feeling

Realize that the experience of living through your soul is like

that time was standing still and what was unfolding in front of you

becoming aware of your pulse, it’s always there but unless you

was part of something much greater? You were experiencing life

put your attention on feeling it you don’t notice it.

through your soul.

Surfacing your essence? Sounds
like something you do with an
organic tea bag.

Spend time every day actively appreciating your life (In Judaism
we do this through making blessings but that’s another subject).
Spend a few minutes every day doing something that brings out
your essence -- music, running, nature, etc. -- and then realize that
what you are experiencing isn’t coming from the externals, its
coming from inside of you.
The truth is that a few quick easy steps would be all you ever need
to start living more through your soul, if it wasn’t for this other part

Remember the feeling you had the last time you felt truly humble
and grateful for the people or things in your life? Remember that
time when someone asked you a question and you heard yourself
answer with something that made so much sense that even you
wondered how you came up with it? Or the time when everything
was falling apart around you, but you were able to keep your
bearings and stay in the eye of the hurricane?

continued on page 62
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of your personality...

continued from page 41

WHO PAYS?
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The massive Shabbat meals cost the Machlises at least $2,000 a week.Where
does the money come from?
In recent years, “special friends” have helped them with the gigantic costs.
One friend even set up a charity fund that is tax deductible in the United
States (see sidebar).
Even with these donations, however, the Machlises labor under an
immensely heavy financial burden. Grants and donations for this special
cause are sorely needed.
Do they ever consider abandoning their Shabbat project for lack of funds?
Henny answers with a story. During the last year of the Holocaust, the Nazis
needed funds, so they were willing to accept ransom money for Jewish
lives. At the very end, the desperate Nazis were selling Jewish lives for $1 a
piece. A Jew in England sold his house, his business, and all his possessions
for $150,000, enough to rescue 150,000 Jews. Whether or not the Germans
actually delivered the Jews, would anyone question this man’s choice to give
up all that he owned? “We are living in the midst of a spiritual holocaust,”
Henny asserts. “Most Jews today have no idea of the beauty and depth of
Judaism. How can we not do everything in our power, including going into
debt, to reach out to our fellow Jews?”
You Can Help!
Thousands of Jews have benefited in the most special way from
the personal generosity and commitment of the Machlis family.
But they need our help to continue to be there for those who
come.
Your tax-deductible donations can be sent to:
American Friends of Hesed L’Orchim
552 E. 5th Street
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Brooklyn, NY 11218.
In this way you can be a part of the Most Happening Shabbat
in Jerusalem.

Note: Henny Machlis personally invites every reader of this article
to come for a Shabbat meal. Their address is: 137 Maalot Dafna,
Apt. 26, Jerusalem. For exact mealtimes, feel free to call the
Machlises. Their telephone number in Jerusalem is 581-0786 or
581-3910. Reprinted with permission from Aish.com, the most
popular Judaism website.

continued from page 64
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I would argue that one of the central challenges of our time is for each of
us to hold on to a vision of life full of whole thoughts and not to resign
ourselves to a life lived in pieces. We must learn to withdraw from the
information-overloaded way of life that will offer us everything and leave
us with nothing.
There is one day a year dedicated to rising above the distractions of the
world and, in fact, throwing them off a cliff. Fittingly, it is the holiest day
on our calendar: Yom Kippur.
In ancient times, our ancestors had the opportunity to carry out a
Mitzva that was lost with the Temple: The goat of Azazel. This goat, which
symbolized evil, was led out into the wilderness and sent away – in part,
as a symbol of us saying good-bye to our own evils and distractions,
freeing us to be pure good.
Today, we don’t eat or drink or work and we spend the whole day in a
sanctuary, many dressed in white, concentrating on our prayers and on
our belief in life. As much as we abstain from food, we are called upon to
resist all distractions because the purifying power of Yom Kippur is that
it is a day when you are just you. It is a day when you can enter your own
holy of holies – your innermost, truest self. It is a day, we are promised,
when all the accumulating spiritual filth we often confuse with ourselves
is scrubbed away and we return home at night clean and pure.
As the Ne’ilah service reaches its pitch this year, you will be “holding
kup” like at no other time. You will feel your soul - your distractions will
be off somewhere in the distance. But they will be waiting for you when
you come home and they will be going after your head. Make sure to
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hold on to it as tightly as you can.

“I don’t really have to prepare for the meeting, maybe I’ll catch

continued from page 59

a movie”

YOUR EGO

“Just one more piece of double chocolate cheesecake and that

Your ego is that inner voice that makes you act like an idiot.

will be it.”

Silencing it may not be possible, but controlling it is.
The ego has no compassion for where others are coming from,
It’s 9:15am. You’re more than a little late. The traffic is thick and

and it’s always there when you are stressed out, angry or upset.

you’re still a long way from the office. The driver in front of you

When you look back at your life on all the stupid, rash decisions

stops to speak to a pedestrian. You watch as they chat away.

you made -- be assured your ego was doing the talking.

You wait another 20 seconds. You tap your horn lightly. The driver
turns to give you a dirty look. That’s it. You fly into a rage, slamming

GIANT MIRAGE

your horn and yelling. You consider ramming him from behind and

If your ego is so terrible why is it there? Think about the last time you

calculate the projectile. You grab around searching for a sharp

had road rage, you were making a catastrophe out of nothing. The

object to throw. People are watching and you don’t care. Then

job of the ego is to make things seem bigger than they actually

the pedestrian turns and looks at you quizzically. You notice he has

appear. Why? In order to challenge the soul to strengthen itself --

a dog. It is a seeing-eye dog. You stop honking your horn.

and make the ego disappear.

The mystical sources say
your ego covers over your essence
l ike mud on a wi ndshield.
You have just had another encounter with your ego.

The secret of overcoming the ego is having clarity that it is only an
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illusion. The Torah says that the ego is like a giant man holding a
Your ego, referred to in Hebrew as Yetzer Hara (destructive force),

battle-ax who is standing in front of you at a crossroad. The fool is

is the self-centered, immediate-gratification-at-any-cost part of

frightened and runs for his life. The wise person looks closely and

your personality.

sees that the giant has no feet. He walks right past him.

The mystical sources say the Yetzer Hara covers over your essence

That’s the ego: all bark, no bite. To the degree that you can

like mud on a windshield. It’s given to you at birth and dies along

recognize the ego as a giant virtual mirage, you will be able to see

with the body. In the interim, it wreaks havoc. It speaks to you in

through the mirage and increase the frequency of experiencing

the first person saying things like:

life through the soul. If the ego is the mud on the lens of the soul,
then this clarity is the water that washes it away.

“If someone gets more recognition and honor than me, I’ll just
die”
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MAKING IT REAL
Here are some exercises to help you
develop your awareness.

BODY & SOUL

Sit back and spend five minutes observing

Clarity begins with the awareness of the

all the thoughts that come into your head.

true nature of human experience: You are

Notice that it is a continuous process that

a soul -- but you experience life through

just keeps going.

the senses of the body. A thought in your
mind and the corresponding feeling in

Notice what feeling you get with each

your senses is called consciousness.

different thought. The more intense the
feeling, the more real the thought seems

The process works like this: A pack of

to be.

Dobermans is charging at you. Your
consciousness translates the thought “OH

Ask yourself at any given time: “Where

MY GOSH!!” into a sensory feeling of abject

is this thought coming from -- my ego or

fear.

my soul?” If it’s from your ego, see that
it is distorting reality. Choose to doubt its

Computer geeks may relate more easily to

validity.

this example: Imagine your consciousness
as a computer screen. A thought arises

Now that you’ve delved into the inner

from your ego: “I know I’ve gone over this

workings of the human psyche and

presentation 100 times, but what if I blow

uncovered the essence of the human spirit,

it?” Your screen is filled with a picture of

you are ready for the ultimate experience

self-humiliation in front of your boss and all

of living through the soul. Professional

your peers. Your speakers blare sounds of

wrestling.

crowds murmuring about your failure. You
feel like jumping off a bridge.

When the ego has you in a double
hammerlock, living as a soul seems like

The crux of it all? At every moment your

an impossibility. Remember the last time

consciousness is being bombarded by

you were seething mad? You said all kinds

thoughts. Like a movie projector turning film

of hurtful words, and your thoughts were

into the experience of the big screen, your

even worse!

feeling of whatever image is in your mind.

What to do at such moments? Deepen

You have the ability to choose whether

your ability to distinguish between an

what you are experiencing is just your ego

ego experience verses a soul experience.

doing its thing, or a true depiction of real

Develop clarity, see the warning signs -

life. You are a soul but you experience

- and next time you’ll drive your ego into

yourself as a chooser.

the canvas with a reverse pile driver.

The trick to living a happy, well-adjusted
life is to recognize, and choose to see, that
just because your thoughts and feelings
appear real doesn’t mean that they need
to have any greater impact than a bad B
movie playing in your head.
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senses faithfully give you the corresponding

editor

from the

Hold on to Your Head

T

by Rabbi Dovid Goldman

his article is as much about the writing of it as it is about its topic.

Though no physiologist would categorize your brain as a muscle, using it

The topic is how we can develop strong identities in the midst of

to learn and maintain information works much the same way. We have a

today’s information deluge. In order to research this thought, of

limited amount of mental strength to hold on to pieces of ideas as we try

course, I first turned to the internet.

to tie them together and make sense of them. As we reach our limits, our
brain’s “muscle” wants to let go, allowing the ideas we’ve been struggling

It took .29 seconds on Google.com to find “flood of information” in more

with to float away. Overcoming this, in Yiddish, is to halt kup – to hold on to

ways than one. There were 39,000 research opportunities to sift through

the ideas coming together in your mind long enough to comprehend them

containing that exact phrase. Another .21 seconds turned up over 3,500

as one whole thought.

links to follow up the more unique phrase “tsunami of information.”Another
few keystrokes and “Information age” pulled about 3.5 million results.

Another quick, online search led me to, of all things, a video game that
puts this quite beautifully (after “brain muscle” turned up nothing, I tried

When I started getting dizzy at the thought of all this, I entered “help!”

“brain strain,” a catchy phrase I thought described this phenomenon). I

and got 1.53 billion options (in .13
seconds). This is more than 10% of
the total number of neurons in some
human brains (I found that out in
another .35 seconds).
The astonishing speed at which we

was fascinated to discover, among

“The brain is full of partial thoughts.
Fit them together to make a full
thought. Fill the head with
complete thoughts to win.”

2.3 million other results, a computer
game called “Brain Strain” in which
“The brain is full of partial thoughts.
Fit them together to make a full
thought. Fill the head with complete
thoughts to win.”
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can now drown ourselves in mounds
of useful information is changing what it means to develop our own ideas,

How could our brain NOT be full of partial thoughts? With instant access

personalities and character at our own pace. One of the great benefits of the

to billions of pages of relevant information, who has time to develop a

simple life our parents had growing up is that there was so much room for

full thought? Who has the strength? Who has the character to shut out

them to spread their own wings and embrace life on their own terms.Today,

the constant flow of partial thoughts, all hyped up and clamoring for our

there’s just no time. It often seems like the information is driving us and that

attention?

the days of doing anything on our own terms are behind us. Is there a way
to avoid being swept along?

The greatest casualty of all these mega’s, giga’s and now terra’s of
information is that we have become so overwhelmed that we give up

There’s a Yiddish phrase often employed when studying complex issues of

trying to put partial thoughts together into whole ones, and fitting

Jewish law – to halt kup. Literally, it translates as “hold [one’s] head” and it

those whole ones into greater ones. We “surf” the net, floating over the

contains a perspective on knowledge that is deeply valuable.

surface of things but never “holding kup” long enough to achieve a stable
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comprehension of ourselves and our world.

continued on page 61
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